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Early in 19hZ, the first successful application

of the fluidized-solide technique was made in large

scale commercial catalytic cracking operations in the

petroleum.industry„ This technique is a development

that many engineers consider the most revolutionary

chomical engineering schievement cf the last fifty

years. Since that time, however, the flnidised-solide

technique has found application in many processes such

as fluid hydroforming, recovery of oil from fluidized

oil shale, calcining lime, roasting ores, and other

processes in the heavy chemicals industry,

The applications cf fluidization have, so to speak,

put the cart before the horse. These applications have

far outpaced research on the basic principles involved

in gas-solid fluidisation, The hydrodynamic properties

have been treated in recent years both by qualitative

deductions and hy dimensional analysis, Since fluid-

izstion is a mechanical phenomenon subject to empiricsl

interpretation, much can be done without this knowledge

of fundamental concepts,
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One very important physical property of a fluid-

ised system that has been studied very little until

recently is the coefficient of heat transfer, Deter—

minations of this property lndicated that the suspended

particles had little effect on the coefficient of heat

transfer, but the ranges covered were very narrow and

broad conclusions could hardly be drawn. A gap in the

published literature exists cn the subject of transfer

of heat to and from fluidised beds. Goefficients of

heat transfer have been evaluatod in several eaperi—

mente performed with laboratcry equipment of varying

design, but no agreement exists among the several in·

vostigators as to correlstion methods and calculatod

values of the c0effici¤nts•

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate

the effect of several physical properties of a fluidized

system on the local coefficients of heat transfer from

an internal heater tc the bulk of the fluidized bed

using a pyrex fluidization vessel of four·inch die-

mctcr; air es the fluidizing medium; and Aerocat

orachinü catalyst, silica gel, tabular alumina, and

glass bcads as the fluidized solide,
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II. LITERATUEE REVIEW

A review of available literature was made in order

to gain a thorough knowledge of the fluidization tech-

nique, This review contains a survey of definitive

terms, the principles of fluidisation, investigations

of the hydrodynamic properties of fluidized systems, the

theory of heat transfer, investigatione in the field of

fluidisation as related to heat transfer, and the appli-

cations of fluidization.

Definitive

Before conducting an investigation of this nature,
a knowledge and understanding of the various terms rel-

ative to fluidization were necessary. Given here are a

few cf the definitions that aid in giving a clearer and

more concise understanding of the field of the investi-

gation.
Fluidizstion, Patterson(7u) has defined fluidisa•

tion as that unit operation in which a mass of solid

particles, usually finely divided, is maintained by

means of an upwardly flowing liquid er gas stream, in a

turhulent, dense state. Campbell(6'8’9) hat defined
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fluddisation as a new unit operation in which gosen und

solide are contaeted, with the solide in.a turbulent
pseudo-liquid state, topped by a pseudo-gaseous phase,

an by which thß solide can be fed and withdrawn by use

of the stadpipe cobination up- and downeleg priueiple•
hurphy(72•73) has made an excellent glossary of fluidi·

satidn terms as followss

gäggd Bag. A fixed hd is a body of metionless
partiolea supported by direct contact with each other

and the retaining w1le•
hovigg Bed, A moving bed is a body of solid parti-

oles which roain in direct contact and ars substcne

tially fixed with.respoct to each other, but move with

respect to the retaining walls,

Fluidised Bed, A fluidized bed is a mass of solid
particlss which exhibits the liquid•1ike oharacteristics

of mobility, hydrostatlc head, and an obeervable upper

free surface er houndary zone across which c nerked
change in concentration occurs•

gggggplggg, Ghsnneling io the establishment of
flow*paths in a bed of solid particles through which c
disproportionate quantity of the fluid passen,

Slnegiggs Blogging is a condition in which pockets

or buhhles of the supporting fluid grow to the dianeter
of the rctaining vossel before reaching the top of the bad,
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end the mass of solid particles trapped between adja~
cent pockets moves upward in a piston-like fashi¤¤•

Principles of Fluidization

Since the development of the fluid catalytic crack-
ing process in the oil industry in 19LZ, the practical
application of the fluidized-solide technique has far
outpaced research cn the basic principles involved in

fluidization in that no complete and agreed upon laws
can be presented, Extensive studies have been carried
out, however, concerning the mechanism of fluidization,
the characteristice of a normally fluidized bed, and the
variables affecting the state of fluidizstion.

Mechanlsm of Fluidisation„ A knowledge of the
mechsnism of fluidization should be obteined before

making a study of the variables affecting heat transfer

through a fluidised bed. Several topics may be con-

sidered in reviewing the mechanism of fluidisation;
namely, the forces acting in a fluidised bed, particulete

fluidization, aggregative fluidization, and the general

oharacteristios of gas-solid fluidisation„

Forces Aetins in a Fluidized Bed, Patterson(7h)
stated that within the true fluidized bed, the solidi
particles are in a continual state of violent
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agitation which cauaes them to move in all directions

within the confines of the bed, including being

projected against the walls of the retaining ves-

sel, He further stated that in a dense bed of

solide having a range of particle sizes or denei-

ties at gas velocities greater than the free·fa11ing

velooity of the smaller particles and less than the

free·falling velocity of the larger particles, the

collisions between the upwardly moving fine parti-

cles and the downwardly moving coarse particles

produce a stable conditien with all of the solid

material within the bed in s state of rapid, random

motion. Wilhelm and Kwauk(8S) postulated that

fluidisation begins when the dispersive forces, the

upward viscous drag of the fluid, are balanced by

the downward weight of the particles•

Patterson(7h) etated that the friotion loss

for the gas flowing through the bed is usually neg-

ligible, with the pressure drop due almost entirely

to the kinetie energy required to overeome the free

fall of the particles• However, Hariu and

holstad(23) believed that the friction loss between

the solid particles and the container wall was a
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large factor in pressure drop through beds of small

dlameter,
Particulate Fluidization. Murphy(73) states

that particulate fluidisation refers to a condi-

tion in which the particles are individually and

uniformly dispersed, according to Brown et a1(3),

when the fluidizing medium is a liquid auch as

water and the solid is similar to glass beads in

its properties, motion of the partioles at the be-

ginning of fluidization occure in a minor way

throughout the bed, As the velocity of the fluid

and the pressure drop are increased, the bed ex-

pands and the oecillation of each particle increases

in velocity and extent. The mean free path of

the particlee between the oollisione with each

other increases with increasing fluid velocities•

Correspondingly, the porosity of the bed increases,

This expansion of the bed continues with increasing

fluid velocities until each particle behaves ae an

individual and is unhindered as a free·settling

body by the action of any other partic1e•
amegative maiezsaexea. zaa·phg(73) states

that aggregative fluidization refers to a condi-

tion of a fluidised bed in which both dense and
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dilute suspensions coexist. Brown et a1(u) state

that when the fluidizing medium is a gas auch as
air, at the beginning of fluidization the fluid

literally begins to bubble through the solid par·

ticles in a manner identical to the action observed

in bubbling a gas through a liquid. The bubbles

of fluid rise through the bed and break at the sur·

face of the bed, splaehing a few of the partioles

upward. As the fluid Velocity is increased, the

bubbling action becomes more and more violent,

streamers or ribbons of solide being ejected to

considerable distanoes above the bed.

General Characteristios of Gas—Sol1d Fluid—

ization. hatheson(58) observed that when a gas is

passed upward through a bed of fine partioles of

proper fluidizing oharaeteristics at progressively

increasing velocities, several things happen.

At first, with extremely low velooities, the gas

percolates through the bed without agitating the

individual particles and the pressure drop is

less than that equivalent to the weight of the

bed. As the Velocity is inoreaeed, the bed expands
until a point ie reaohed where a certain degree of

freedom to move is imparted to the individual
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particles. At this stage, the particlee are sup-

ported on the gas stream and the pressure drop

across the bed is squivalent to the weight of the

particles. Under these conditions, e single,

liquid—lihe dense phase is maintained and only a

mmall amount of the very fine perticles are en·

tralned. As the Velocity is further increased,

aggregative fluidieation occure, A Velocity is

finally reached at which total entrainment occurs„

Characteristics of a Hormally Fluidized Bed, A

few of the characteristics of a normally fluidised bed

have been revlewed. These characteristics inlude thß

quality of fluidization, pressure drop, bed density,

bed viscosity, contact time, mixing, particle entrain·

ment, und esse of solide transfer,

Quality of Fluidization, Morse(68) has de-

fined the quality of fluidisation as the uniformity

of particle dispersion and the uniformity of ges

velocity in a boiling bed. The more uniform ar•

these factors, the higher is the quality of fluid·

iaation. eater•f1uidised beds of sand approach

perfect quality whereas the bed that elugs or

channels badly approaches the other extreme cf

quality•
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Pressure Drop, Miller and Logwinuk(6S) observed
that at low mass velocities, the pressure drop in-
oreased linearly with the gas flow as shown by curve
1;g_of Figure 1, page 11, At point g, where the
pressure drop, ggg, oorresponds essentially to the
weight of the solide in the bed, the bed began to ex-
pand, and the pressure drop no longer increased lin-

early with gas flow, The bed continued to expand
until a eufficiently large mean free path was estab-
lished for fluidisation to start, At this point, a
break occurred in the curve };g„ the pressure drop
decreased to ggg) and the particles became fluidized,
This fluidization was in the dense phase and was
termed ”smooth” or ”percolating“ because the action
resembled smooth shock fronts or wave: moving up the
bed and ending in a percolating or boiling action at
the top of the bed, This action is represented A
schematically in Figure 2, page 12, As the mass ve-
locity was inoreased further, the bed expanded to a
greater volume and fluidized more vigorously• In
general, the pressure drop-velocity relationship
followed curve Q;Q_of Figure 1, This curve is theo-
retical, however, and the relation followed curve
Q;] for the eoarser particles and curve Q;§_for the
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finer particles, Curve lg:gg_was produced by slowly
A

decreasing the Velocity and allowing free settling

of the bed, Point g‘is a hypothetical point at

which fluidisation would occur if there were no ine

terparticle attraction•

Bed Density, Matheson(6°) detenmined the bed

density by dividing the pressure drop by the length

of the bed interval over which the pressure drop

was measured, He found that bed density is a max-

imum at low gas velecities and decreaees es the gas

velocity is increased, He showed that the maximum
bed density occurred at the velocity at which the
pressure drop is a maxhmum with the bed aeratcd and

a few bubbles rising, and that the maximum bed dene

sity represents the density of the continuous phase

of the bed and is analegous to the density of a true
liquid, He observed that the decrease in bed density

with increasing gas velooity is caused by the pres-
ence of gas bubbles in the bed,

Zenz(BS•86) came to the same conclusion in hie
studies, but showed that the bed density, er pre¤·
sure drop per unit length of bed, was greater for a
dcnsely settled fixed bed than for a looeely settled

bed of the same material, However, as the gas
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velocity wae inoreased above the fluidization point,
the bed densities became the sams• The voidage of
the densely aettled fixed bed is deeignated as gz
in Figure 3, page 15, and that of the loosely set·
tled bed as ggg} Zens noted that as the bed ax-
pands, the voidage increasea, thereby deereasing the
bed density, or pressure drop per unit length of
bed. The fluidization eurve intersects the pressure
drop ourve for the empty tube at ug, the termdnal
velooity of the partie1es•

Bed Viscoeitg, Matheson(61) ebserved that gas
passes through a bed of fine partioles in a mnner
similar to the upward flow of a gas through a non•

viscous liquid, and that s1ug·1ow in a bed of
eoaree particles was analogous to the aeration of a
viscoua liquid, Matheson measured bed visooeity
with.a modified Stormer viscometer provided with a
paddle that turned in the bed, For the purpose of
his investigation, he defined the bed viecosity as
"the Stormer net weight (grams) determined with a
superficial air velocity through the bed just
elightly higher than that at which the Stormer
torque becomes independent of air velooity, He
found that by this method of measurement that bed
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viscosity increased with increased particle size
’

and density•
v Contact Time, Patterson(?S) stated that the

outgoing solide will always contain particles which
have been freshly added and whose time of residence
ie extremely short even though the average time of
contact may be quite long, when appreciable time
of contact is necessary for all particlee, this
short circuiting is disadvantageous, but may be
compensated for by the employment of a countercur·
rent series of beds, Campbell(lO) brought out
that the contact time of the solide could be varied
by changing the rate of solide input to the reactor
and that the time of contact of the gas could be
varied by changing the rate of gas input•

Mixigg. Patterson(7u•7S) stated that in most
fluidized beds mixing may be considered ideal, being
complete and virtually instantaneous because of the
violent agitation of the solid particles• He
brought out, however, that in unusually deep beds
auch as exists in standpipes, ideal mixing is not
even approximated. Morse(68) pointed out that the
main advantage of this mixing action in reactors
is the great reduction in the duration of hot spots•
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Particle Entrainment. hatheson(5ö) and

Campbell(7) have shown that the Velocity required

to uppreciably entrain the solid particles is ma-

terially above that which would be predicted by

Stoke's law.
Ease of Solide Transfer. according to Hariu

and holstad(23), and Matheson(S8), one

of the more important advantages of fluidization,

which is primarily responsible for the comparative

ease with which catalytic operations can be made

continuoue, ls the oase of solide transfer by

pneumatic transport. hatheson(5ß) reasoned that

the oase of solide transfer permits the most

efficient utilizatlon of heat.

Classification of Fluidized Bede. Lewis et al(55)

classified fluidization.into batch and centinuous op-

erations. In the batch operation, the solide remain in

the vessel with essentially no entrainment, while in the

oontinuous operation, the solide flow continuously

through the unit. The Standard Oil Development

Company(l1) further classified the continuous fluidiaed

beds according to their use and density. These class-

ifications were extremely dense, 60 to 90 per cent of

the settled bulk; medium dense, 5 to 60 per cent of the
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settled bulk; and low density, about 5 per cent of the

settled bulk,

variables Affecting the State of Fluidisation•

There are many variables affecting the state of fluid-

isation, and in general they may be classified as

characteristics of the gas, eharacteristics of the solid,

er eharacteristics of the vessel,

Cgaracteristies of the Gas, Probably the

three most important characteristics of the gas are

its velocity, density, and viscosity,

Velocity, Matheson(6O), Patterson(76),

and Zenz(86) found, as previously diseussed,

that within the fluidized range, an increase

in gas velocity through the bed decreases the

bed density. at low velooitlee, the bed

« remaine fixed. As the Velocity ie increased,

the bed finally reaches minimum fluid voidage

and fluidization begins. Further increases in

velocity continue to expand the bed until the
i

entire bed becomes a dilute suspension and

slugging occurs,

Density, Patterson(76), Matheson(61),

and Lew1¤(5S) generally agree that gas den-

sity has little or no effect on the state
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of fluidization since the driving force re-

quired for fluidization is a function of

the difference between the solid and the

gas densities, The gas density ie generally

negligible in comparison with that of the

solid•
Viscositg. hatheson(6l) observed that

the effect of gas viscoeity on the maximum

bed density of fluidized solide was minor

although there was a slight trend towards

an increase in bed density with a decresse

in gas viscosity•

Characteristics of the Solid. There are pos·

sibly five characteristics of the solid which af-

fect the state of fluidizationg nsmely, diamster,

density, shape, electrostatic eharge, and surface

tension„
Diameter. Patterson(76) stated that as

the average partiole diameter was inoreased,

an increase in gas Velocity was required to

maintain a given bed density. Matheson(58)

observed that for particles less than MO

microns in size, cohesive flow governs the

appearance of the bed, and for particles less

than 10 microns in size, cohesion becomes so
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bad that balling of the solide into epheres

of several millimeters in diameter ocours•
Leva(hO) found that minimum fluid voidage de-

creased elightly with inereased partiole di-

ameter•
Densitz. hatheson(6O) found that max·

imum bed density inoreaeed with increaeed par-

tiole deneity. Patterson(76) brought out,

however, that for a given partiele size, bed

deneities are essentially oonstant regardless

of the absolute particle density.

§hggg, Pattereon(?6) etated that from
aerodynemio oonsiderationa, smooth rounded

particles would be expected to require a

higher gas velooity for fluidization than ir·

regular—shaped particles of the same size

range and deneity. Leva(hl•uu) found that

the minimum fluid voidage was apprsciably

higher for irregular partiolee than for

smooth, round particles of the same size

range although the behavior of the irregular

partioles was not fundamentally different

from the round particlee. 8eidel(81) oonolud·

ed from his investigation that partiole shape
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had nc relation to the pressure drop across

the fluidized bed.

Electroetatic Gharge and Surface Tension•
?atterson(76) pointed out that surface tension

and electrostatic charge are generally minor

factors in fluidization although high electro—

static charge tends to facilltate fluidization.

He stated that particles with low surface ten-

sion tend to agglomerate, resulting in ehannel—

ing and "bumplng,"

Characteristics of the Vessel, Mathescn(59)

and Leva(Ä2) agreed that bd dimeneions will in-

fluence slugging. Matheeon ohserved that for a

given rate cf hubble growth, elugging can he

avoided by either heeping the bed shallow enough

or the veesel diameter large enough se that the

gas escapes from the bed before the bubbles can

grow sufflciently large to create slugging,
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Mathematical Cerrelatiens and Measurements of

the Egdredggamic ?roperties ef Fluidised Bede

Correlatiene of the properties ef fluidized systems

very censiderably from author te author• Same correla-

tiene have been generally adhered to by all investiga-

tors, but great differencee(22) exist in the methode

used by different investigators in making experimental

measnrements, Until the principles of fluidization are

more theronghly understocd, it ie necessary te specify

in detail the precedures followed in any investigation•

hetermination cf Farticle siameter• The diameter

ef spherical particles may be determined readily by the

utilization of magnified photographe or the microseope.

For irregnlar-shaped and rengh particles, Grsgg(2l) has

presented a method fer determining particle size based
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on the average projected length and breadth of at least
20 represehtative samples. Mathamatieally stated,

(1)
where:

DP ¤ average partiele size, in.
B = average breadth or width of the particlee

perpendieular to the longeet axis of the
partieles, in.

L ¤ average length of the particlee along the
lougest axis of the partielee, in.

0 ¤ an experimentally determined eonstant,
equal to 0.77 for rcuaded partioles and
0.75 fer rough particlee, dimensionless.

Gregg has pointed aut that the average breadth,‘Q, ie
related to the size ef the aperture through which the
partieles will pass in a sieve•
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Perhaps the most common method used to determine

particle size is the weighted, geometrie—meen method(66),

which is given es follows:

Y
Hp == EX)(dp) (2)

y ¤ 1

where:

Dp ¤ weighted, geometric·mean perticle di—

ameter, 1n•
y = number of sleved components in the solid

mixture
dp = VEI7E”EE°= geometricemean diameter of come

ponent retained between adja—
cent sleves having eperture

sizes El end dg! in.
X = weight fraetion of cloeely screened

msteria1•
Leva et al(35•h7) reported that the geometric~mean par•

ticle diameter correlsted well in fluidization studies,

even for non—uniformly•sized m1xtures•
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Gamson(l8) defined the effective particle diameter

as the diameter of a sphere having the same surface are

ae the pertic1e• Thus, Gamson*s definition may be ex-

pressed mathematically as

Dp cs)
where:

A ¤ surface area of a particle, eq ft

DP ¤ effective partiele diameter, ft•

Particle Shape Factors, Leva(S2) reported the fol·

lowing shape factor for irregular particleez

ae ago; A/v2/3 (1,;
where:

Ä•= shape factor, dimensionless

A = surface area of the individual particle, eq ft

V = volume of an individual particle, cu ft,

Garman(l?) defined shape factor based upon the true

particle surface area as follows:

<\> ¤ 6(1 -6)/wp (S)
where:

Äß ¤ German shape factor, dtmensicnless

a ¤ true particle area, eq ft/eu ft
€

= fract1on.voids, dimensionless
DP ¤ effective particle diameter, ft.
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Leva(h9•53) defined a shape factor for use in

fluid·f1ow oalculations based on.modified friction fac-

tors or pressure drop moasurements for non·vesicu1ar,

solid particles as followst

>„2 == (6)
where:

.A.¤ shape factor, dimensionless

f and fg ¤ modified frietion factors for any

material and for spherisal partioles,

respeotively, dtmensionless

ReM ¤ reference to eonstant values of a

modified Reynolds number,
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Tha modified friction factor referred to in Equation 6,

page 26, is given(h9•S3) as follows:

f=¤APx&xPgxgxQ3 (7)
2xG2xLx (1-612

where:
f ¤ modified friction factor, dimensionless

AP ¤ pressure drop across the fluidized bed,

lb/sq ft
DP ¤ particle dismeter, ft

f@·¤ fluid density, lb/cu ft

g ¤ gravitational constant, h,18 x 108 ft/hr/hr

Q ¤ fraction voids in static bed, dimensionless
'

G ¤ mass velocity of fluid, lb/eq ft—hr

L = static bed height, ft.

The modified Reynold*s number referred to in Equation 6,

page 26, is given(l8) as followss

sem == ppc/pf (8)

where:
HeM ¤ modified Reynolds number, dimensionless

Db ¤ partiole diameter, ft

G = fluid mass velocity, lb/eq ft·hr

pg ¤ fluid viscosity, lh/ft—hr„
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Density Measurements for Solid Particles. Generelly,
density or specific gravity(u8¤52•78•8h) of solide is ob-
tsined by means of water displacement, Pycnometers or
various specific gravity bottles are available for this
purpose.

Density of Fluid. The density of the fluidizing
medium ie obtainable from most chsmical handbooks. Ap-

propriate eorrection in density must be made for the av~
erage pressure of the fluid in the fluidised bed.

Viscosity of Fluid. The viscoeity of the fluid ie
detenmined from physical data given in most chemical hand-
books. A correction for the average pressure of the fluid

in the bed may be required for many guess if high.pres·
sures are encountered,

Oalculation of Voidage. The fraction of vcide withha
a bed of solide may be obtained from the following
equation(85): € = (L ·· Le)/L (9)
where:

€
= fruction of voids, dimeneionless

L = height of bed containing voids, t
Lg ¤ height of voidless bed, ft,
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The height of the vaidless bed in Equation 9, page 28, is

oalculated es follawsz
Le == w/6,A um

where:
Lo ¤ height of vaidless bed, ft
U ¤ weight of solide charged into the vessel, lb

fp == absolute partiole deusity, lb/ou ft

A ¤ crase—sectio¤„al area of the vessel, ft.

Pressure Drag Throgag a Fluidised Bed• The pressure

drop across a fluidized bed may be estimated from the

cohoeptméßg) that fluidizatiorn takes place when the

weight gradient of the solid bed is equal to the pressure

gradieht through the bed because of fluid flow: Also, it

must be assumed that the pressure drop remains essentially

couetant after the state of fluidisatiou has been

aehieved• Thuß,
§§_“ (1 •—€ )(fs • fr) (ll)

wherez
AP ¤ pressure drop across bed, lb/eq ft

6 =¤ fraotion af voids, dimehsionless

L == bed height, ft

fa == solid deneity, lb/cu ft

fg ¤ fluid density, lb/cu ft,
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Patterso¤(77) expressed Equatioh 11, page 29, for

ealeulating pressure drops in tere ot the cross-

sectional area of the veesel amd the weight of the solide

im the bed as followst

er = ig (12)

where:

AP ¤ pressure drop across the fluidized bed,

1b/eq 1*1;
w ¤ weight er solide in the fluidized bed, lb

9
A ¤ cress—eeet1enal area of vessel, eq ft,
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Leva et al(S°) recommended a general equation based
on a study of pressure drops through fluidized beds in
relation to a modified friction factor for caleulating
the pressure drop across a fluidized bed, The equation
is as follows:

are zxsgxcßx r..x^(l*·*¤) x (1 —-6)‘3•¤) (13)
¤p(3··¤) x g x fg xq,3

where:

AP ¤ pressure drop, lb/eq ft
fg ¤ modified friction factor for spheres,

dimensionless
G ¤ fluid mass velocity, lb/sq ft•hr
L ¤ static bed height, ft
A„ ¤ fluid·f1ow shape factor, dmmensionless
€ =¤ fraotion of voids in bed, dimensionless
Db = particle diameter, ft
f} ¤ fluid density, lb/cu ft
g = gravitational constant, h•lB x 108 ft/hr/hr
n ¤ state of flow factor for epheres, equal to

the absolute value of the slope of the
curve of modified friction factor versus
Reynolds number, dimensionless•
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Pressure Drag Across s. Fixed Bed. Leva et alwo)

reported that for viscous flow of fluids through fixed
beds, the following equatien was valid for Reynolds
numbers between zero end ten for oalculatiug the pressure
drop across a fixed bed of solid partiolesz

AP·'=2ÜUXGXE£XA2XLX(l•€)2 (11.;,)
DP2 x g x ff 1: 53

where:

AP == pressure drop across fixed bed, lb/eq ft
G ¤¤= fluid mass veloeity, lb/eq ft··hr
pg == fluid visoosity, lb/ft•·h.r
A == shape factor for fluid flow based an

pressure drop meamwements, dimensionless
L ¤ height of fixed bed, ft
E == fraotion of voids in bed, dimensionless
fg == fluid density, lb/ou ft
g =¤ gravitstional oonstant, h.„„l8 x 108 ft/hr/hr
DP == partiole dismeter, ft.
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cz·1u1ee1 Mass ve1¤e1¤;. Miller and Logw:Lnuk(65)
presented an equation for calculating the fluid.mass ve—
locity necessary to impart motion to the pertieles in a
bed expended te the minimum fluid voidage. Below this
velooity, fluidisation ceases„ The equation is es
follews:

== 0.0*0125 x 222 x (R2 -·
r£)°·‘? x g (15)

ug n
where:

C•M•V• ¤ critical mass velooity, lb/eq ft—hr
DP ¤ mean particle diameter, ft
fp ¤ absolute particle density, lb/ou ft
Pf ¤ absolute fluid density, lb/eu ft
g ¤ gravitational constant, h.l8 x 108

rv/rw/rw
p£·¤ fluid viscosity, le/ft·hr,



Lastovieaßz), after- making extensive studies of
l

the effect of the vessel diameter on several properties

of fluidised systems, dedueed the equation

uf Äl,]5 gp pv
where:

Gm- = minizmmx fluidisation mass velocity,
1b/eq ft»···1u•

sg ¤= fluid vieeesity, lb/ft··h1—

DP ¤ mean partiele diameter, ft

A =¤ ps.:-ticle shape faeter, dimeneionless

L ¤ bed height, ft

fp == absolute particle deneity, lb/eu ft

ff ¤ abselute fluid density, lb/eu ft

AP === pressure drop ae:-oss fluidiaed bed, lb/eq ft

Dv ¤ vessel diameter, ft•
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Gas Velocity in g Fluidized Bed, Lew. et aluß)

repozvted that fluid mass veloeities fer the fluidized

state could be ealculated frcm a knowledge of the maus

Velocity required to expand a etatie bed to the height

ccrreepoudixxg to the fluidized··bed height and the mass

velceities eerreepohding tc minizmxm fluid voidagm The

relaticmehip ie aa fellewss

e ··(e;X....@..)“ mv
le Ge 1 le _

where:
Gf ¤= mass veloeity thrcugh a fluidized bed,

1e/eq eu-m~
Gm; ¤ minimum fluidiaihg veleeity, lb/eq ft··b1•

G,
i¤

man veleeity required te expand a fixed

bed te 6. height equal te that cf the
fluidized bed, lb/eq ft·-·hr

1, =¤ ratie of the height ef an expanded bed at

Q2 te the height of the bed at ilggy

dimensimdesu
zu ¤ elope of the (C1? x g x 1g)v¤ ((1 ··€·)2)

fr 63
curve.
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The nomencleture deflning the symbole used in this plot

are given es follows!

G ¤ fluid mess velocity, lb/eq ft·-hr

Pf =¤= fluid viscoeity, lb/t‘t·-hr
ff = ume eemzey, 1b/eu es

I
G ¤ bed vcidage, dimeusiouless,

Fluid Rate Abeve 'vlhich Attritiou is g___1~o__1gbltive•
Levaßz) has presented a very general equation that may
be used as an estimate of the fluid mass veloeity above
which ettriticm will be high end prohibit prolouged
operation of edserbexzt beds• This equatiou is as
followes

G ¤ (0.0167 xßp x fg x Dp x g)l/2 (18)
where:

G == mass velocity above which attritiou in
high und prohibits px-olohged operation,
lb/eq ft··hr

fp ¤ absolute partiole derzslty, lb/cu ft

ff = absolute fluid density, 1b/cu ft
Hp == particle diemeter, ft
g =¢ gravitatioual ccnetant, M-.18 1: 108 ft/hr/hm
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Elutriatigg er Fine: trm Fluidized edu, Leva(k)
dedueed an equatie fer the elutrietie ot e1ese1y~s1zed
fine: fram fluidized beds as followsx

G „ Gu x °·2.303 kä (19)
where:

G ¤ partiele fine; ecneentratien in the bed at
thme D, dimeneionleea

GG = particle fine: ceneentretien in the bed at
tere time, dimeneionlese

6 ¤ baee ef natural legarithme, 2,718
G ¤ time, hr
k ¤ elutriatien Velocity cenetant, reoipreeal

hours.



gluigiggtigg Effieiene;„ Aeeordlng
tothework required to feree a fluid through a fluidieed

bed is greater than the work required to foree a fluid
through an expended bed with no fluidizetion present

ln the bed, Methematioally, this is expreseed es

fluidizetion efficienoy es follows:

E == (Wg ·· We)/We (2G)
where:

E ¤ fluidieation effioieney, dimeneidnlees
wg ¤ total energy required to fluidlze an am-

pended bed of solid partielee, ft·lb
Wg = energy required to expand a bed of solid

partieles without fluidization, ft·lb
Sinne the work required for fluidieatien ie directly
proportional to the mass veloeity of the fluid, the
fluidization effieieney·my be expreesed ee

E *=· (G: ··· Ge)/Gr (21}
where:

E ¤ fluidisetion effioieney, dimeneionlese
dg ¤ mass velooity of the fluid, lb/eq ft—hr
GQ ¤ mass velooity of the fluid required to

expand the bed of solid particlee without
fluidization, lt/eq ft•hr,
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Theory of Heat Transfer

Before making e study of the local eoefficients of

heat transfer in fluidized beds of solide, a basis

lmowledge of the theory of heat transfer was necessary,

This theory may be divided into four topics; namely,

eonduetion, eonveetion, radiation, and the sig1ifioance

of these modes of heat transfer in fluidizatiom

Gonduotion, HoAdams(S6) has defined eonduotion as

that mode of heat transfer by which heat is tramferred

from one part of a body to another part of the same body,

or frmn one body to another in physioal oontaet with it,

without appreoiable displacement of the partioles of the

body, The law of oonduotionwn states that the instand-

taneous rate of heat transfer is proportional to the area

through mich heat floss at right angles and to the tm-

perature gradient, Mathematioally stated,

dq ¤ -k da _d_ (22)
dx

where:
dq == instantaneoue rate of heat transfer

k == therme,]. eonductivity (proportionality factor)

dd = differential area through which heat flows

ä
= temperature gradieniu
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Oonvection. Conveetion has been defined by
MeAdams(S6* es the transfer of heat from one point to
anether within a fluid, gas or liquid, by mixing of
one portion of the fluid with another either by natural
or meohanical means•

Radiation, Walker st al(82* state that all bodies
emit radiant heat and the rate of energy emission always
increases with the temperature of the body. The law of
thermal radiation(57* is well established, and the gross
emission is proportional to the fourth power of the
absolute temperature of the body. Stated hathematioally,

eq ee- 6. aa 1*+ (23)
where:

dqV¤ instantaneous rate of heat transfer
¤’ ¤ Stofan·Boltzrsann constant (proportionality

factor)
6 == emissivity of the body, unity for black

bodies
dA = visible differential area of the radiating

surface

T = absolute temperature of the radiating

surfacs•
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Si@fig_g._g-cg of the Modes of Heat Transfer i___q

Fluidization, When heat is transferred from the surface
of a solid to a fluid flowing past it, the mechanism is
extremely complex, since both conduction and convection
are involved. The situation is handled by defining a
ooefficient of heat transfer that appears in Newtorvs
law of coolingwnz

de ¤ s cm (1:, — t) (21+)
where!

dq ¤ local rate of heat transfer from solid
to fluid

h ¤= local coefficient of heat transfer
da ¤ differential area through which the

heat is tranaferred
ts ¤¤ temperature of the solid
t ¤ bulk tmsperature of the fluid•

The eoefficient _h_ has been found to be dependentßn en
the physical properties of the fluid, the dimensions of
the apparatus, the velooity of the fluid past the sur-
face, and changes in phase of the fluid.

If the fluidized bed is considered to be the fluid,T
and the heating surface the solid, then this equation may
be applied to heat transfer in fluidised beds of solide.
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Mathematical Gerrelations of the Goefficients

of Heat Transfer in Fluidised Bede

Many correlatiens have been recently proposed for

predicting heat-transfer coefficients in fluidized sys-

tems, Both the experimental apparatus and the methods

of correlatien differed greatly among the various in-

vestigators, The correlations of the experimental data

may be subdivided into three groups; namely, serrelatins

of coefficients in externallyeheated, fluidised beds;

correlations of coefficients of heat transfer in inter—

nal1y~heated, fluidised beds; and eorrelations of coef-

fieients of heat transfer from the gas to the fluidized

solid,
Externallz-;Heated sea;. mezney me Tr111ing(62)

etudied the heat·transfer oharacteristies of fluidized

beds of solide using tube diameters of one and four

inches and bed heights of four to sight feet, The solide ‘

fluidized were scotehlite glass beade having particle

diameters ranging from 0,0016 to 0,0178 inch, They used

air as the fluidising medium at linear velocities rang-
ing frem 0,8 to 15 feet per eecend, They correlated
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their results with the solide concentration, mass ve1e•
city, and particle diameter and obtained the equation(63>

11 ¤ 0,0118 (25)
DPB

where:
h ¤ heat··transfer coefficient, Btu/hr··sq ft···°F

fte === solide concentration in the fluidizedmutm, 1s/ee ee
G6 ¤= superficial mass velocity cf the air,1b/eq es-ae
DP ¤ average particle diameter, ft,

GameonÜ·7) reeorrelated the data cf Mickley and
Trillingtéa) in terms ef the heat-·transfer factor Q-
and deduced the following equatione:

11,,, ¤ z.16(__,6_q_)*°·7@(1 - 6;··°·3° (26;
awkam 6- z.¤¤(_,6»,„6_)‘°·‘*"(1 — 6 >*°·3° (av;ap.¢·

where:
,}},6 ¤ particle heat-transfer factor, dimensionless
jhg == total heat-transfer factor, dimansienless
G == fluid mass velocity, lb/eq ft-hr
a =¤ effective area of heat transfer per unitvolume of reectcr, eq ft/cu ft
(1. =¤ fluid viscceity, lb/ft-hr
¢ == shape factor, dimeneionlese
6 =· fraction voidage, dimeneionlees
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The @2 and ib; factors of Equations 26 and 27, page Lg.3,
are defined by the following equatienss

(28)
· GPG k f

ine ¤ gg (29)°1>“ *‘ r
where:

Jhp =‘-= particle hee.t·tz•ax1efer factor, dimeneionleas
Shi? == total heat·tranefer factor, dimeneionlese
cp == specific heat of the fluid, Btu/lb·-°l*
p. ¤ viseoeity of the fluid, lb/ft··h1· e
k =¤= themw.1 conduetivity of the fluid,

am/m•-eq rc-°F/se
1' == eignifies at film conditions
hp === hg ·• h

where:
hy =¤= partiele heat-transfer ocef·•

ficient, Btu/hx--·aq ft-°P
hg =-· total heat-t1·an¤fex· ooef-

fieient, Btu/hr-eq ft··°P‘
h = heat-transfer ooefficient

based on the empty tube,
Btu/hx•—·aq ft-·°P•



Levsßs first iuveetige.ticn( 37) of the heat-·trax1sfer

ooefficients in externslly·heeted, fluldized beds was

made utilizlng tube diemetere of two md four ischen and

perticle sizes of 1.4.00 tc 100 mesh, He correlated his

results inte two different equatieus es followsz

11 •= 0,86 Op G E (30)

h =¤ 0•35 Gp 81*15 (31)
where:

h == 11es.t-·t:·snsfer coeffioient, Btu/h.r•sq ft·°F

0p ¤ specific heat ef the fluid, Btu/lb-°F

G == fluid mass vslocity, lb/sq ft··hr

E =~· fluidisation efrficieney, dimensionlesm
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In a mors recent investigation, Lava et al(35) obtained
the following eqnation.for externallynheated, fluidised
beds:

11 ¤ 3.0 x 106 map <&c}_s_)°•6 (32)
nä

where:

h ¤ heat·tranefer ooeffioient, Btu/hr·sq ft·°F
k ¤ thermal oondactivity of the gas,

am/1e·—sq :;·¤—°a/re
Ep ¤ average partiole diameter, ft
G ¤ superfioial mass velooity, lb/eq ft•hr
E ¤ fluidisation effioienoy, dimeneionless
p ¤ viscoeity of the gas, lb/ft~hr
R == (L ·· Im-)/L

where:
R = bed expansion ratio, dimensionless
I. = expanded bed height, ft

Lmg = height of bad at minimum fluid-
ising conditions, ft,

Dow and 6aa¤b(l27 studied the transfer of heat from
a vertical-tube wall to fluidised beds of small-size
particles in two- and three·inah diameter tubes, The
fluidized mixture eonsisted of partiolos of aeroeat
oracking catalyst, piteh ecke, and iron suepended in an
upward stream of air entering at average snperfiois.1
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veloeities of o¤e•fourth tc one foot per seee¤d• Frem
their results, they proposed the fellewing equatiens

-6 mwke L Lp (’e°e ße
whwe:

h ¤ heat~·transfer coeffieiexxt between the tube
wall md fluidtzed bed, Btu/hr-sq ft·—°F

Dt ¤ tube diameter, ft
kg ¤ themal ccmductivity of the gas,

Btu/hr-eq ft-·°F
L ¤ bed height, ft

DP ¤ average partiele diameter, ft
¤= freetien voide, dimensionless

/°,, ¤ denezlty of the solid, lb/eu ft
es ¤ specific heat ef the solid, Btu/lb··°F
fg ¤ eemawy er the mum, 1b/eu rt
eg ¤ specific heat ef the fluid, Btu/lb-°P
G ¤ fluid mass veloeity, lb/eq ft····h1•

ug ¤ fluid viecesity, lb/ft··hr„
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Iuternellgyäested Bede. For iutermlly•heeted beds

of seotehlite glass beada, Mlekley end ‘1'r11lirxg(62) e¤r·»

related the eoeffioiente ef heat transfer with the solide
oonceutration amd the particle diameter and obtaihed the

equaticm h == omas (@_>__§_ö°'238 tan}
pp}

waere:
h ¤= heat-·tre.¤e£er eoefficiexxt, Btu/h.r···sq ft···°l*‘

fu ¤ solide eonceutration in the fluidized
mmwe, 1b/eu re

DP ¤= average partielle diemeter, ft•
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Gamsonu?) recorrelated the data of Mickley and
Trillingwz) and obtained the following equations in
terms of the heat··transfer factor jh;

gb, = 2•8¤<_6_Q_)°o°8h‘(1 - 6 >··°·3° um
um

am ¤· 2„S2<_6_Q_)°°’8°(l ·· e>"°·3° (26)ap•4>

where:

jhp =¤ particle heat···transfer factor, dimensionlesa
jhgy =¤ total heat·-transfer factor, dimensionless
G ¤ fluid mass veloeity, lb/eq ft-hr
a ¤ effective area of heat transfer per unit

volume of reactor, eq ft/cu ft

u =¤ fluid visooaity, lb/ft··hr
<|> ¤ shape factor, dimensionless
€

¤ fraetion voids, dimenaionlesm
Gas-Solid Goeffie5.ent• of Heat Transfer, Walton,

Olsen, and Levenepielwm studied gaueolid film coef··
ficients in fluidized eoal beds. Their reactor eoneiat•-
ed of a standard four·»ineh pipe, 31.L insbes long, Utah
coal was used in particle range: cf 20-28, 28-35, and
35—·14.0 mech. Air was used ae the fluidizing medium and
the heating medium at mass veloeities varying from 325
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to 920 pounds psr square foot of free oross·seoti0nal
area per hour, Free the data obtained, the invest1ga—
tore made tue correlationsx

hg ¤ 0.6022 eb? ¤p°•$ (37)
== (38)

k u De
where:

hg ¤ gas·solid fiba eoeffioient of hat transfer,
Btu/r~eq ft—°F

Ep ¤ average partiele diameter, ft
G ¤ fluid mass veloeity, lb/eq ft•hr
u ¤ fluid visoosity, lb/ft—hr
k ¤ fluid thermal oonduetivity,

ata/1¤.--eq re-¤r/rt
Du ¤ tube diameter, ft,

Rates of heat transfer between the solid particlss
and gas stream for silioa gel and aotivated alumina
fluidized in air were meaeured by Kettenring, Manderfield,
and Smith(2ü), Data were obtained in a vacuum-jaeketed
tube 2,3 inohos in diameter with partioles of eize range:
1h»20, 20·28, 28—35, and 35—h8 meah suspended in air with
mass velocities varying fro 300 to 750 pounds per hour
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per square feet ef empty·-colwuh areas sectiem These im
vestigators propeeed s dimensionlees equatiou fer heat-
treusfer coefficiemts in fluidized beds heated with het
air:

ä === ¤„¤l3S<_lQ_,i_<§·_)1°3° _ camE er
where: °

hg == gas·—·so1id ouefficieut ef heat tranafer,
Btu/hx-—-sq ;E‘t··°F

DP === average partiele diameter, ft
G ¤ fluid mass veloeity, lb/eq 1‘t—h1•
L: ==¤ themsl cemduetivity ef the fluid,

Btu/hz•·sq ft-¤F
p ¤ fluid vissesity, lb/fb-·hr•
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Applications of Fluidizstion

The fluo—sclids technique as related to chemlcsl

engineering was first successfully applied to large scale

commercial operations in the early part of l9h2 in the

cracking of petroleum‘58). The outstanding success of

fluidisation in this field is attcstcd by the rapid

growth of fluid catalytic-craching capacity from h0,000

barrels per day in l9h2 to an estimated 1,000,000 bar·

rels per day in 19h8(S8), Today(1S), the fluid catalytic

cracking process is the principal method of catalytic

craching for the entire oil·refining industry and ac-

counts for two thirds of all catalytic cracking capacity

built since world der II,

Although the major use of the fluo·solids technique

lies in the craching of petroleum, fluidissticn has been

successfully applied to hydrocsrbon synthesis(§8), coal

gasification(u5*5h*S8), reduction of orestghrgß),

Fischcr—Tropsch reactions(16), drying(16), and the exi-

dation of various hydrocarbcns such as naphthalene(5h#85),

In the fluidized-solide system, the case of solide

transfer from vcssel to vcssel permits the most efficient

utilization of heat and the ready development cf a con-

tinuous process, and the extreme turbulence of the solid-
gas suspensions allows excellent heat transfer to bs
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achieved tc end from the system- These chsrscteristics

make the use ef fluidizsd solide psrticularly sppliceble

to those processes im which large mmounts of hast must

be trsheferred sms/er lsrge smouhts of solide must be

treeted,
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III, EXPEBIMENTAL

The experimental section of this investigation in-

cludes the purpose of investigation, the plan of experi-

mentation, the materials and apparatus, the method of

procedure, the data and results, and the sample calcu-

latione,

Qggpose of Investigation

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate

the effect of bed height, particle density, and particle

size on the local coefficients of heat transfer from an

internal heater tc the bulk of the fluidized bed, using

a pyrex fluidization vessel of four-inch diameter; air

as the fluidizing medium; and aerocat cracking catalyst,

silica gel, tabular alumina, and glass beads as the

fluidized solide,

Plan of Egperimentation

The plan of experimentation followed in this in-

vestigation ccnsisted of a review of literature on
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fluidieatiom, construction of equipment, selection of

appropriate materials, perfozmnoe of experimental tests,

and correlation of the experirxentally determined coef•·

fioients ef heat transfer with the bed height, particle

density, and particle site,
Literature Review, A general survey of the

lit‘er·

ature was eondueted to ebtain a lmowledp of the field

of fluidieation, the meehanime involved, and the epplie

cationt of this unit operation to industrial processes,

A critical review of past investigation: cf heat trans-

fer in fluidieed system was made, and the general

principles of heat trananission in fluidited bedt that

have been postulated heretofore wereetudieche

gonetmcticn of @1%ogg, Heat transfer in
1'luidised beds was studied using a four•ineh, pyrex

pipe aus the fluidization vee-sel and an internal heating

red euspended through the vertical exit of the pipe ae

the heating element, The apparatus es e. whole was

eeeentially the came unit whieh was originally con-·

structed by &.•eckon(2) and modified by Sandertwc), and

more recently by Lastcviealag) , The equipment may ba

claoeified under four general gwrexpings; namely, pyrex

fluidiaetion column, dust cellectort, air driert, and

air heaters,
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hluidisation Column. The fluidization column

was a four-inch diameter, pyrex pipe four feet long,

The column was mounted between an air calming chamber

and a particle disengagement chanber. The air calme

ing chamber was made from sight-inch black·iron pipe

ten and one-half inches high, and the particle di•„

engagement chamher was made from four—inch black-

iron pipe three inchee high, Holen for electrical and

thermocouple leads were bored through the disengagement

section and through the base plate of the column. The

heating element was mounted along the vertical axis of

the column with the ends of the heater a l/2 x 1/hp

inch reducer at the top and a l/8—inch tee at the

bottom. The contacts of the heater were insulated fro

the roducer and the tee by asbestoe and nice packing,

hust Collectors. Entrained particles were

collected in a cyclone separater end a vacuum»cleaner

bag connected in series with the air line leaving the

top of the fluidisation column.

Air Driere. The air used as the fluidizing

mdium was eesentially saturated with water vapor

since it was supplied by a nash hytor air compresecr.

Entrained water was removed from the air by a water

separater installed at the air inlet. The air was

then passed through two drying chanbers ccnstrueted
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of four·inch black-iron pipe packed to a depth of two
feet with indicating drierite (caloium eulfate ooated
with cobalt ehloride) to dehumidify the air, Het·
and dry-belt measuremente indicated that the separater
and driere were able to maintain the humidity of the
air entering the fluidization column at approxmately
0,002 pound of water per pound of dry air,

Air heatere, Eventually with use, the indicating
drierlte became eaturated with water, By readjuetment
of the valves of the fluiziization equipment, it was
possible to bypass the driers, pass the air through
two heatere and heat the air to approximately 375 QF,

and then pass the hot air back through the driers to
remove the water from the drierite, One heater con·
eieted of five feet of number eight §_end‘§_gage,
nichreme reeistance wire wrapped about a h2—inch see-
tion of the air line, The second heater consisted of
a vertical, three—ineh, iron column wrapped with 115
feet of number 1h_§_and §_gage, nichrome reeistance
wire to a depth of three and a half feet, The column
was pached with 70 pounde of one—inch.oeramio Berl
saddles,
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Selection of haterigls, Ehe materials selected

for this investigation were aerecat creating catalyst,

silica gel, tabular alumine, and glass bsaes. Ehe

particle—size rangcs encountered in the available

material was 0,002§7 to O,G3S7 inch in diamster„ The

eerocat craching catalyst, silica gel, and tabular

alumina were selected because of their commercial imp

portance; and the glass beads were chosen because of

their spheroeity„
Experimental Tests, To obtain the experimental

sata, several steps of procedure were necessary, First,

the material to be fluidisee was pumped into the

fluidisation column through the air lift until a

ecfinite bed aepth was obtained. Dry air was cbtained

by forcing wet air from a nach hytor compressor through

the water separater and then through an air ärier four

inehes in diameter, packen to a depth of two feet with

indicating dricrite, Ehe air was aémittee to the

fluidization column at the aesired velccity and the

desired power input to the heating element was meins

tainea by a variac, Approximately tue hours were allowed

for the bed tc reach steady—state conditions. At the

end of two hours, temperatures were reccrded for the

bed bulk, the hosting element, and tor the inside and
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outside ulls of the £1uldlzat1on.eolumn, Manometer

reading: for the air·fl0w rate and preseure drep adress

the column, bed heighte, wet~and·dr7~bu1b temperature:

ot the air entering the oolum, and the baremetrie

preesure were reeerded, Test: were pertormed at total

bed height! er 28, 18, end 8 lache: for aeroeat eatalyet;

20 and 16 inehee tor tebular alumlnas and 28 inehee for

siliea gel and auperbrite glass beade, Twe nase flow

rates, 6,0 and 7,9 pounde per hour, were atudied with

the aeroeat eatalyet; two nase f1ow·ratea, ?•9 und 1l,h

peunde per hour were studled with.tat¤1ar aluminaz and

one mas: tlow rate, 11,k peunde per hour, was etudied

with the elllen gel and aereeat catalyet, Two power

lnpute te the heating element, 990 and 101 wette were

used tor all materials giving a tetal of 22 tests,
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Correlation of Data. The results for this inves-
tigation were correlated by dimensional analysis. The
following equation was found to correlate the data
within lh per cent:

kill ¤ o.ooL;9v<_1;_„;_g_„_g_)°•”’2S( _x;_„,i_$•385
k u DP

where:
h ¤ local coefficient of heat transfer,

Btu/hr—sq ft·°P

Dv ¤ vessel diaueter, ft
k = thermal conductivity of fluid,

Btu/hr·sq ft—°F

Ps = solid density, lb/ou ft
V = superficial fluid velocity, ft/hr
u ¤ fluid viscosity, lb/ft—hr

DP ¤ partiole diameter, ft.
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Materials

The epscifications for the materials used in this

investigation are us follows:

gg;. Compressed air, humidity 0.01 pound of water

per pound of dry air. Supplied by nach hytor oompressor,

Department of Chemical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute, Blacksburg, Va, Used as fluldizing medium

and as heat transfer medium for regenerating indicating

drierite,

Alumina, Tubular; code Ho 51190; No T•61; denslty,

238,8 pounds per cubic foot; partlcle diameter, 0.0138

inch. Ohtained from the Aluminum Company of America,

Philadelphia, Pa, Used as the solid component of several

fluidised•bed studies.
Catalyst, Aerocat cracking eatalyst; 70—h00¤mesh

(U. 3. Standard); weighted, geomstric•mean diameter,

0.00262 inch; absolute denslty, 136.6 pounds per cubic

foot. Obtained from American Cyansmßd Co., Industrial
Chemicals Division, New York, N. Y. Used as the solid

component of several fluidized-bed studies.

Dricrite. Indicating; 6·mesh (U. S. Standard); bulk

density, Su—60 pounds per cubic foot; anhydrous calcium

sulfate coated with C, P. cobalt chloride; regenerated

at 375 °F in two hours, Obtained from W, A. Hammond Co.,
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Xenia, Ohio. Used as drying agent for removing moisture
from wet air.

Glass Beads. Superbrite glass beads; Ho 38, rede 8;

h0—S0·mesh (U, 3, Standard); weighted, geometricdmean

diameter of particles, 0.0138 inch; absolute density, 179.5
pounds per cubic foot. Obtained from Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Go., Philadelphia, Pa, Used as the solid

component of several fluidized•bed studies,

Mercggg, Technical. Obtained from Fisher Scientific

Co., Silver Spring, Md. Used as a manometer fluid for

mexsuring air flow rates and pressure drops across the

fluidised beds.

Silicg Gel. Code lb; 20—l00—mesh (U, S, Standard);

weighted, geometric-mean diameter, 0.0187 inch; absolute

density, 135.1 pounds per cubic foot. Obtained from the

Devisen Chemical Corp., äaltimore, Md. Used as the solid

component of several fluidized•bed studies.

Qin, Tin metal, mossy, code 2389, lot No D083.

Manufactured by General Chemical Co,, New York, N. Y,

Obtained from the Department of Chemistry, Virginia

Polytochnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va. Used as a

standard for thermocouple calibration.

Mater,Distillgd, Once distilled. Obtained from labor-

atory still in the Department of Chemical Engineering,

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va, Used in
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absolute density determinations for solid particles and

as a standard for thermocouple calibration•

Zine metal, mosey, code Zhßl, lot No 2SA•

Nanufactured by General Chemical Co., New York, N, Y,

Obtained from the Department of Chemistry, Virginia

Folytechnio Institute, Blacksbnrg, Va, Used as a

standard for thermocouple calibration,

gggsratus

The apparatue used in this investigation is described

es followat

Balance, Analgtiogl, Chain·o-matic, 250-gran

capacity, 0,0Q0l·gram inorenents, Obtained from Seederer-

Kolbusch, Inc,, Jersey City, N, J, Used for weighing

solid particles fer moisture and density determinations,

Cell, ggg, "Eveready", 1,5 v, No 6, Hanufaotured

by the National Carbon Co,, Cleveland, Ohio, Obtained

from the Brown Stores Co,, Blacasburg, Va• Used in

conjunction with the potentiometer•

Cell, Standard, Number h3l765, 1.0183 v, internal

resistance not over soo ohms• Nmnufactured by Epperly

Laboratory, Inc,, Newport, R, I, Obtained from Fisher

Scientific Co., Fittsburgh, Pa. Used in conjunction with

the potentiometer„
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Desiccgtor• Plain, Scheiber, with porcelain plate

and ground—glass top, catalog No 8·595, Obtained from

Fisher Scientific Co,, Silver Spring, Md, Used for

moieture content determinations•

Fluidiaation System. An over-all drawing of the

fluidization column and accessory equipment showing the

relationship of the major components of the systems to

one another is given in Figure M, page 65, The bill of

materials for the over—all fluidisation system is given

in Table I, page 66,

Galvanoeter, Center zero type, catalog Ho 97o—2o12.

Manufactured by GSM Laboratories, Inc•, Ghicagc, Ill,

Used in conjunction with the potentiometer,

Glassware, Miscellaneous laboratory glaesware auch

as beakers, flache, and funnele were obtained from the

storeroom of the Department of Ghemical Engineering,

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blackeburg, Vae Used

for miscellaneous purposes,

Qggatogg Riddlg, Combs, model S·lO2, Obtained

from Great Western Manufacturing Co., Leavennorth, Kan,

Used for shaking sieves in screen aalyses of solid

particles,

Hot Flate, Autemp Heater, 115 v, ac, M50 w, Ob-

tained from Fisher Scientific Co., Silver Spring, Md,
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Used in dsnslty determinatione and thermoccuple csli·
brations,

Meter, Gas, Ue &35h7h0, capacity 30 tc 500 cubic
feet per hour, graduated in cubic feet and tenths cf
cubic feet, Nanufactured by the American Meter 00,,

Albany, U, Y, Used tc measure air flow for orifice
calibrations,

Meter, watt•Hour• Type OB, single phase, 60 ey,
2h0 v, 5 amp, serial No 92021272, Hanufactured by
Sangamc Electric 00,, Springfield, Ill, Obtained from
Uspartment of Agricultural Engineering, Virginia
folytechnic Institute, älacasburg, Va, Used for deter~
mining energy input to heating element,

Potentiometer, Type ä, range 0 tc 0,017 and 0 to
1,70 v. Msnufactured by Fisher Scientific 00,, Pitte·
burgh, Pa, Used to measure electrcmotive force from

thermocouples,

Regglator, Voltage, "Trsnsat", so/so cy, 0-260 v,
ll amp, Manufactured by the American Transformer 00,,

Newark, N, J, Used to regulats power input tc the
heating element,

Scale, Spring, Capacity, 25 lb, one-ounce grad—
uaticns, Obtained from American Family Scale 0o„,

Chicago, Ill, Used for wcighing solid partlcles used in
fluidizaticn column•
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Sieves. No 16, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 1M0, 200,
325, and MOD (U. S, Standard); complete with lid and
ran; brass; M·inch diameter• Obtaincd from S, S. Tyler
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Used for screen analyses of
solid partic1es•

Specific Grgvity Bottle. Hogarth, A, S, T, M.;
100·ml, pyrex. Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co.,
Silver Spring, Md, Used for determining absolute
density of solid particles,

§ji;l• Catalog Ho EM—1D, serial H0 lBM3M, capacity
of 10 gal per hr. Manufactured by the Barnsted Still
and Steriliser Co•, Boston, Mass, Used to distlll

water for density determinations and for thermccouple

calibrations,

Thermometere, Mercury in glass, range O·300 °F;

3—inch immersion, Obtained from Fisher Scientific Co•,
Silver Spring, Md, Used to measure wet·and~dry•bulk

temperature of fluidizing medium,

Qgggg. “Precicion Time·it“, 0 to 9999,9 seconds
graduated in tenths of a second, 115 v, 60 cy, 5 w,

Manufactured by the Precision Scientific 0o•, Ghicago,
Ill. Used in conjnncticn with gas meter to calibrate
the orifice,

weighigg Sott1es• Ground·g1ses etcppered, 60 ml,
catalog He 3-M15, cecainea from Fisher Scientific Co.,
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Silver Spring, Md. Used in moieture determinations
for solid particles,

Heights, Analytical balance weights, code No 61·A,
100 gm eembined weight, eteiuless steel, Obtained from
Voland and Some, Inc., New Roehelle, N. Y, Used with V?
analytical balance,
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Methods of ggocedure

The methode ef procedure fcllowed in the perform-

ance ef this investigation censisted of the modification

of the fluidization unit, analytical procedure, cali-

bration of erifice meter, calibration of thermocouples,

performance of fluidization tests, and regeneration of

drying agent.

Hdgficgtion of the Fluid;zation°¤nit. The equip-

ment used in this investigation consisted cf four major

units shown in Figure M, page 65. The principal unit

oonsisted of an.tnternally-heated fluidization column,

an air-calming chmmber, a partiole-disengaging chamber,

a pressure indicator, and an orifice meter. The

second unit consisted of a vacuum-cleaner bag in series

with a cyolene separater in the exhaust line leaving

the fluidization column. The third unit included a

water trap and two air driers in the air line for dry»

ing the air used in fluidising the solid particles.
The fourth unit consisted of an externally-heated

fluidization column and an auxiliary air heater for

heating air used in regenerating the drierite in the

air driers. The four units were assemhled with black-

iron pipe as shown in Figure h, page 65.
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II1Ü61‘H&l1z•Y€6Rt7ld Fluldizahlen Unit, The
fluldlsatlen unit eonetructed by Laatevleawß) was
modified so that it oould be utilized aa an
lnternal1y•hested fluidiestion unit, Referring
te Flggnre lg, page 65, the mit included the
lnternally·heated flnidizatien czolunm the six"-
calming ehamber Q, the partiele dlsengaglng ehambar
Q, the pressure indleator Q, and the erifiee meter Q,

I¤te:·nalE.;_r·l*£eated Fluldizatim Only,
The i.nternally~lxeatod fluidizatlen oolxmm
oonsiated of the fluldisatlon eolwzm Q, the
thermoeouple probe Q, the heating element Q,
thermoseouple wiring, the column feed eherger Q,
and the column supports,

The flnidieation column eoneleted of a
£'eur··feot section of flanged, four-3.noh pyrex
pipe nounted in a vertical position between
the air··ea1:ain;g„ ehamber Q and the partielm-·
dlsenpgagingg ehamber Q wlth standard faur··1.neh
alumimum flgsmgges and ine·e2*te for pyrex pipe,

'Ihe themaoeouple probe Q was eenetruoted
free six feet ef standard 1/ö•·1neh pipe, 'lhree
EG Q__e_Q gage, aabestes-glass insulated, ircm«·
eenstantan therneeouplas were ineerted in the
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fluidization column, Figure 6, page 75. The
transite insert is shown by the symbol älin
Figure 6. Eleven 20 §_and §_gage, asbestos·

glass•insulated, iron•constantan thermocouples

were secured to the heating element at four·

inch intervals with 20·§ andI§_gage constantan
wire.

Heferring to Figure 6, the thermcouple

leads §_from the heating element were passed

through a one·inch hole in the ll x 11 x l/M-

inch steel plate at the top of the column and

then through a 3/hpinch hole in the particle

disengaging chamber g_to the cold junctions.

The space around the thermocouple leads leaving

the particle disengaging chamber was made air

tight with water putty•

Gclum Feed Charger. An air lift gg
Figure h, page 65, consisting of a two·l1ter,

pyrex auction flask and a rubber stopper with

a hole to aceomodate an eight·1nch length of

standard 1/heinch black iron pipe, was used to

charge the column with solid particles through

a 7/16-1neh drilled hole in the 9/l6•inch steel
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base plate of the column. The 1/Lpineh inlet

to the column is shown as QQ in Figure 6,

nase 75.
Colmm Supports. The supports for the

fluidization column consisted of four l/2·inch

steel rods as shown by the symbol Q in Figure 6.

The rede were threaded st the top to fifteen

inches from the ends and at the bottom to

thirteen inches from the ends. The rods were

fastened to the base plate Q of the air•ealming

chamber Q by 1/2··1nch, square•·head nuts welded

to the plate.
Air-»6almigg Chamber. Referring to Figure

6, page 75, the four-inch glass column Q was

fitted to the air··calming chamber Q with a

standard, four-·ineh, aluminum flange Q fastened

to a 9/16•i.noh steel plate QQ by six 1-1/2 x

l/2:,-inch square-head steel bolts.

The steel plate QQ was cut so as to have
a 7·•l/2-inch outside diameter and a 3··5/8·-inch

inside diameter. This plate was equipped with

a one··inch length of standard 1/Lpinch pipe QB;

sorewed into one side in a 7/l6··inch tap. A

fouzwinch length of standard 1/8-1nch pipe QQ
was passed through a. 7/16-1noh drilled hole in
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the plate QQ_and welded in place. The pipe

was so placed that a micaepacked tee 2;

screwed en the end of the pipe coineided with

the center line of the fluidization celumn‘§.
The steel plate QQ_was belted to the lower

ll x ll x 1/Leinch steel plate_Q with three

1/h x 5/16-inch, ceuntersunk, steel screws en

a h—1/2-1neh diemeter at 120 degrees to each

other. The steel plate Q was eecured te the
air·calming chamber by four 1/2·inch, square

nuts en the supporting rede. A 6 x 6-inch,

200<mesh, monel, retaining screen was inserted

between the perforated plate QQ and the steel

plate_Q. Corrugated, metal asbestos gaskets,

8 x 6-inches, were inserted between the flanged

fittings at the upper and lower ends of the

pyrex pipe.
The main body of the air·calming section

§§_was constructed from a ll·l/2-1nch section

ef 8·inch, standard, galvanlsed•1ren pipe welded

on center on two ll x ll x 1/heinch steel plates.

A ene—inch black·iron coupling_gg_was welded

one inch above the lower steel plate to serve

as the air inlet.
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Perticle«Discngaging Chamber. Referring

to Figure 6, page 75, the four··inch, pyrex column

Q was fitted to the particle-disengaging section

with a standard, four—-inch aluminum flange

fastened to a 11 x ll x l/l4.··inch steel plate Q
by six l x 1/lpinch square-head, steel bolts.

The main body of the particleswdisengaging

chamber Q was a standard, four·-inch coupling.

The top Q of the disengaging section was a

9-inch diameter, 3/16·-inch steel plate. An
eightdnch piece of standard 3/8·-inch, black-

iron pipe Q was welded to the top of the plate

Q one inch from center to serve as a sleeve for
the thermocouple probe Q. A 3/8·-inch reducing

coupling Q was screwed on the sleeve Q and was
packed with cotton for air tightnese. A 3-1;-5.:1ch,

black-1ron coupling Q was welded to the top

plate Q 1-1/2·•inch off center to serve es an

air outlet.

A. 1-l/Lpinch length. of standard, 1/8-inch,
blaclc·iron pipe Q was screwed into a 3/8·-inch

tap in the four·-inch, black-iron coupling Q
1··l/2 inch from the top plate Q to serve as a

manometer lead. A 1/Z;-inch hole was drilled
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in the coupling_£_2·l/2 inches from the top

plate_§ to aocomodate the electrical leadlg
to the heating element_§. The space around

the electrical lead was made air tight with
water putty. A 3/h-inch hole was drilled in

the opposite side of the coupling‘£ 2»l/2

inches from the top plate Q to accomodate the

thermooouple leads from the heating element.

Pressure Indioator. A manometer was used

to measure the pressure drop across the

fluidized bed of solid particlee. The lines

leading from the lege of the manometer to the

fluidization column consisted of 1/B·inch
black·iron pipe. The leg leading tc the top

of the column was sorewed into the partiole·

disengagement chamber 2-1/2 inches below the

top plate. The leg leading to the bottom of

the column was screwed into air—calming

chamber one inch below the perforated plate

welded to the top of the ehamber.
Orifice Meter. A thin plate orifice

meter was used to measure the flow rate of air
'

supplied to the fluidization column. The

orifice meter consisted of a one—inch, standard,
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screwed, cast-iron flange; a circular steel

plate, four inehes in diameter, 1/16·inch thick,

and having a 3/l6—inch center—drilled erifice;

and a manemeter with l/8·inch, standard, blaek·

iron pipe leading from both sides of the flange

te the manemeter.

Dust·Co1lector Section. Referring to Figure L,

page 65, the dust—cellecter section eensisted of a

cyclone separater Q_in series with a vacuum·eleaner

bag §_in the exhaust line leaving the fluidizatien

column.
Cyclone Senarater. A cyelene separater

Q,was installed in the air line at the top ef

the fluidizatien column te separate entrained

particles of dust in the air stream from the

fluidization.
Vaeuum~Cleaner Bag. A vacnum•cleaner bag

was installed in the air line immediately

following the cyclone separater es a pre-

cautienary measure te prevent any dust leaving

the cyclone separater from being blown inte the

laboratery.

Water·Remeval Sxstem. Referring to Figure h,

page 65, the water-remeval system included a water

separater Q, and two air driers, §QQ_and §;§.
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Water·Separater. The air—l1ne water

separater g_was construeted from a 12-3/8—inch

length ef four—inch, standard, blaek—iron pipe

by Lastoviea(26). A detail drawing of the

separater ie shown in Figure 7, page B2. The

l/L~inch globe valve near the base of the sep-

arater was used for bleeding off water es it

was removed from the air paesing through the

separater.

Air Driers. Referring to Figure M, page

65, two air drying celumns, E;} and.§:g, were

constructed from feur·inch, black·iren pipe,

two feet in length by Breckon(2) and modified

by Lastevicatzé). A detail drawing of the air

driers is shown in Figure 8, page 83.

Air•Heating Unit. Referring to Figure M, page

65, the air-heating unit censisted of an externa1ly—

heated, fluidization column_Q and an auxillary air

heater E fer heating air used in regenerating the

drierite in the air driers.

Externally—Heated, Fluidization Gelumn.

The externally—heated, fluidization column_Q

censtructed by Breckon(2), was used as an air

heater, The unit censisted ef a three·inch,
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black-iron pipe, five feet in length, about

which was wrapped 115 feet of lh.§_and_§ gagß,

nichrome, resiatance wire. The wire was in-

sulated from the column by a layer of l/B-inch

asbestos cloth and was eurrounded with 85 per

cent magnesia insulation enclosed by a ten-inch

diameter cylinder made from 1/8-inch galvanized-

iron. To increase the heat-transfer area of

the column, eeventy pounds of one-inch, ceramic,

berl saddlee were dumped into the column.
Auxiliggy Air Heater. The air heating

column Q_was capable of heating air to approx-

imately 325 °F. Since it was desired to heat

the air to 375 °F to regenerate the indicating

drierite in the drying chambere, an auxiliary

heater §_constructed by Lastovica(27) and

shown in Figure h, page 65, was installed in

the air line immediately preceding the external-

ly-heated, fluidization column. The auxiliary

heater consieted of five feet of eight §'and Q
gage, nichrome, reeiatance wire wrapped about

the one-inch air line. The wire was insulated

from the pipe by a piece of 1/8 x 3 x M2-inch

asbestos cloth wrapeed about the pipe. A

3/h»inch, eylindrical coating of 85 per cent
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magnesia insulation was packed around the

wire and pipe for thermal insulation, By using

the auxilisry heater in conjunction with the

externally-heated column, an air temperature

of approximately 375 to too °F could be main-

tsined,

Analytical Procedures, The analytical prosedures

of this investigation included absolute density

determinations of the various solid particles studied,

screen analysen for determining the weighted, geometris-

mean diameters of the solid particles, and the deter-

mination of moisture content of the solid particles,

Density Determinations, The absolute densities

of the solid partisles studied were determined with

a 100-milliliter, Hogarth specific gravity bottle

according to standard prosedure(l),

Screen Analysen, Screen analysen were per-

formed on each of the solid particles studied in

order to determine the particle sizes of the

materials, Representative samples of 100 grams

were used, The sieves were arranged so that the

apcrtures of adjacent sieves were related by the

multiplier, square root of two, The weighted,
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geometric-mean particle diameter was calculated for

each material by means of Equation 2, page 2h,

Moisture Tests. Meisture tests were performed
d

on two samples ef the various solid particles

studied• One sample was taken of the material at
the time the particles were peured into the fluidiza·
tion column, and the other sample was taken ef the
particles dumped from the fluidization column immed-
iately after each fluidizatien test. Ten te twenty
grams of each sample were weighed into a tared, eo-
milliliter, glass·stoppered, weighing bottle and
placed in an even at MOO °F for two hours te dry.
After drying, the weighing bottle and contents

were desiccated until cool, and then re-weighed.
The moisture content of each material was determined
from the less of weight of the bottle and contents

upon drying, and from the initial weight of wet
material placed in the weighing bottle.
Calibration Tests. The calibration tests perfermed

in this investigation included the calibratien of the

orifice meter in the air line to the fluidization unit,

and the calibration efthermeceuples.Orifice

Meter Calibration. The orifice meter
was calibrated for use with a 3/l6•inch orifice
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plate using mercury as the manometer fluid. The

one—inch air line directly below the orifice was

connected to a dry gas meter of 30 to 600 cubic

feet per hour capacity. Calibration readings were

taken at oonstant orifice pressure drop by obtaining

the volume of air flow through the meter for a

measured length of time. Three readings were made

for each pressure drop, and the average of each set

of readings was plotted versus the pressure drop

to give the calibration curve for the orifice.

Thermocouple Calibrations. The iron·oonstantan

thermocouples were calibrated by measuring the emf

produced at the boiling point of water, by means of

a type §_potentiometer, for each of the 25 thermo-

couples used in the investigations, and at the

freezing points of pure tin and Zine for all thermo-

couples. The cold junetion of the thermocouples was
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maintained at the melting point of ice. The cali-

bration curve of emf versus temperature was deter·

mined by the following equation(l3):

E = KTc(T — TR) ·
§ßT2 • Tä) (A2)

where:

E • thermal emf, mv

K g proportionality constant, h.576x1O·6mv/°RZ

Te • constant of integration, 6700 °R

T ¢ temperature of hot junction, °R

TR g temperature of reference junction, °R.

Performance of Tests, The procedure followed in

the performance of tests consisted of several steps,

Solid particles were placed in the column feed charger,

_Q, Figure h, page 65. The solide were pumped into the

fluidization column, §Q to a height of 2h inches with

air from the naeh hytor. The rubber hose discharge, E,

from the air lift was closed with a clamp. Air was

admitted to the fluidization column through the needle

valve,_K;g, and globe valves‘Z:ä,_K;Q, and E:Qg, When

these valvee were opened the wet air from the naeh

hytor paseed through the water separater, Q, and the air

dehumidifier, K, By opening globe valves, Zig, and
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L12, $219 E,
The hir rete through the eelumn, gg uns meinteined
conetent by regulating the needle vnlve, Egg,

the 2PO«ve1t eireuit ehe eloeed and the power
eupply te the heeting element, Q, ehe at by the veriee,
‘§„ ?we toete were ende to determine the power input te
the heating element, by reeerdinh reedinge of the watt•
hour meter,_Q, at the beginning and ehe of a ten·minnta
peried,

the thermoeeuple probe, Q, nee het et the top of
the column, end the unit een elloeed te epereto fer e
period ef tue heure er until the probe thermooouplee
gave eonetent enf reeoänge, ineieatihg eteedy«etete
ccneitionee

ehen eteedy~etute eonditione were reeehed, the
test nete were obtainee ee fellowez the therme
ceuele prebe, Q, who hoveä down the eeémn in feun—

inch inereeente, end two em? readinpe here taken for the
three probe thermoeoupiee, the heeting red, und the
outeiee eall thermoeeuplee eorreeponeing te the probe
eettiep„ then the probe reaehoe the betten of the

eelunn, four reeäiwge for eech thermoeouple were taken
sind the prrebe emxz them meter} ben}: exp imo colwm LUX
feurwinch reaoieäe WQPG taken fer
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each thermocouple at each probe setting. The reading of
the manometer across the column and that of the orifice
meter,_£, were recorded. The room temperature, the wet~
and-dry·bulb temperaturee of the air entering the
fluidization column, and the barometric pressure were
taken at the beginning and end of each test.

Tests were made at bed heights of 2h, 16, and 8
inchee, with mass flow rates of air of 6.0, 7.9, and
1l.h pounds per hour; and power inpute to the heating
element of 990 and 701 wette. The bed height was lowered
by admitting air to the column at a Velocity less than
that required for minimum fluidization and removing the
clamp from the air lift discharge,_§, and allowing the
material to be pumped through the diecharge until the
desired bed height was obtained.

Regeneration of Qgging Agent. The indicating
drierite used to dry the entering air, turned from
blue to pink when deactivated. To regenerate the
drierite, air from the water separator,‘&, Figure L,
page 65, was passed through the auxiliary heater, E,
and the externally—heeted fluidization unit, E} where
it was heated to approximately 375 °F. By opening
globe valvee the hot air was passed
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through dehumidifier, §:gJ and exhausted to the

atmosphere. Similarly, by opening globe valves Z:]

and !;gl the hot air was passed threugh the dehumidifier,
§;Q• tApproximately three hours were required for the

regeneration ef the drierite.
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Derivation of the Proposed Gorrelaticn

The eoefficients of heat transfer in fluidized sys~
tems have been found to be dependent upon a number of
variab1es(l2•62). After making a careful study of the
various correlations(12•l7•2h•35•36•62•82) wh1ch have
been presented in the literature, the following cor—
relatian has been proposed for this investigatienz

ü °’ °°(·i"·’·’**‘·"·)”<&”‘*>“( ‘·*·—>'<·ä’-‘>“ “*"
k u- k Dv Dp

where!

h = local coefficient of heat transfer,
era/he-eq rt-°r

Dv ¤ vessel diameter, ft
k = thermal conductivity of the fluid,

sse/er-eq ru-<>1v/rz
u ¤ fluid viscosity, lb/ft-hr

fh ¤ particle density, lh/cu ft
' V = superficial fluid Velocity, ft/hr

GP ¤ specific heat of the fluid, Btu/lb-°F
L =¤¤ bed height at which _h_ is measured, ft

DP ¤ mean particle diameter, ft
Go, m, n, q, s are empirical conetants,

dimensicnless•
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This correlation was deduced by the methods of d£men·

sional analysis explained by Murphy(7o)„

After studying the variables sffeeting heat trans·

fer in fluidized systems, the eorrelation was proposed

as follows:
h “ ß‘(Dv, Dp; I°s• Ps ks °p• V: L)

The variables may be expressed as exponential functions

of same dimensionless constant Q:

aExpresseddtmensionally in thermal units(71):

° “ ""°""‘°(*‘··>°<L>°‘(·—*·‘··)°(*i‘··)”(’·‘·)“""‘ ·-L ’
L3 LG am mr c oxßm

Summing up dimansions in terms of the exponsntsx

H = O = e + f + 3 ·

M = 0 = e + d - f
I•= O = a + b -3c · d — e + g + 1 ·23
O ¤ 0 =·d ~ e · g — 3
T ¤ 0 ¤-6 - f • 3

r

Solving these equations for Q, Q, Q, and gs
a = —b + o - 1 + 3
d ¤ -c + f
e ¤ ·£ - 3
g ¤ c



Replacing theue exponents in Equation hip, page 93, and
grouping according to like exponents:

a 56+

k Dv Dp k
Solving for Nussel1:*a number:hpv ¤ ¤„(¤v»¤„v}’“ ¤E»)°(_r;_)' 3;)** umk 6+ k Dv Dp
which is the proposed correlation for this investigation.
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Data and Results
I

The data and results of this investigation are
presented on the following pages,

Calibration of Thermocouples, The calibration
data for the iron-constantan thermocouples used in
measuring the temperatures for this investigation are
given in Table II, page 95, The data is represented
graphically in Figures 9, 10, and ll, pages 97 to 99,

Calibration of Orifice Meter, The calibration
data for the orifice meter used to measure the air
flow rate to the fluidization column are presented
in Table III, page 100, Air flow rates and orifice
manometer readings are plotted in Figure 12, page 191,

Screen Analgses, The screen analyses performed
on the solid particles for determining the weighted,
geometric·mean particle diameters are presented in
Table IV, page lgg,

Absolute Densities, The absolute densities of
the materials used in this investigation are given
Fin

Table V, page lg},

Moisture Contents, Moisture contents for the
various materials are given in Table VI, page 10h,



TABLE II ,
Calibration Data for Iron-Constantan Thermocouples

Temperature, Electromotive Force,

CF mv

100 1.668
150 6.668
200 4.768
208 4.668
260 6.118
600 E 7.468
660 6.648
400 10.168
449 ll.5l°
450 11.668
600 12.668
660 14.168
600 16.468
650 16.768
700 16.048

8
760 16.608‘ 767 20.608
800 20.668
850 21.618
600 26.048
950 24.278 {

1000 26.628
1200 60.208
1400 64.768
1600 66.108

Calculated from the equation

E ¤ 0.05078(T-492) - 2.266 x lO*6(T2¥242rO64)
where:

E = electromotive force, mv
T ¤ absolute temperature, CR.

b Boiling point of distilled water at 28.00 in.·of HgV

C Freezing point of tin.
d Freeziug point of ziuc.





. -F)8•·

FIGURE IIO, ICALIBRATION CUR\/é FOR |ROIII'CO|\ISTANII'AN I
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6 TABLE III

Calibratiou Data for $[16-Ing OI'1f1C6 MSUGE «

in Air Line tg Fluidization Columm

Wet-Test Meter Manometer Mass Flow Rate
Test Reading, Time, Reading, of Air,

No cu ft sec in. Hg lb/hr

1 1,0 63,4 0,25 4,15

2 1,0 41,9 0,50 6,28

3 2,0 63,8 1,00 8,25
E

4 2,0 46,1 2,00 11,40

5 2,0 36,4 3,00 14,40

6 3,0 46,9 4,00 16,80

7 4,0 54,8 5,00 19,20

8, 4,0 47,6 6,00 22.10

Note: Barometric pressure = 28,00~in. of Hg
Temperature of air = 74 °F

”





_ TABLE IV

Screen Analysgg§ gf Materials for Determination gf Particle Size

E
U. S. Series, Sieve Aperture, Material Retained, y/dldgb, dpc, Dpd,

Material Sieve No in. wt % in. in. in.

Aerocat 70 0.0083 0.00 -————-- ———-—-- 0,00262Catalyst 100 0.0058 0.70 4 0.00694 0.00005 Ö140 0.0041 8.20 ~ 0.00510 0.00042l 200 0.0029 26.74 0.00345 0.00091 „
325 0.0017 36.04 0.00222 0.00084
400 p 0.0012 28.32 0.00143 0.00040

Tabular 40 0.0164 0.00 ·ÄT„..... ----;-- 0.01380
Alumina 50 0.0116 100.00 0.01380 0.01380

Silica 16 0.0464 0.00 •--—-—— ——--—-- 0.01870
Gel 20 0.0328 0.40 0.03800 0.00015

30 0.0232 6.40 0.02760 0.00178
40 0.0164 70.83 0.01950 0.01381
50 0.0116 19.94 0.01380 0.00275
70 0.0083 1.45 0.00975 0.00014

100 0.0058 0[98 0.00690 0.00007

Superbrite °
Glass Beads 40 0.0164 0.00 ————·-- --——--- 0.01380

_ 50 0.0116 100.0 0.01380 0.01380

a‘Screen analyses represent the average of two tests performed using 100-gram samples
placed on the top screen of a square root-of—two series of sieves.

b The value ydjdz is the geometric mean of adjacent sieve apertures.
9 The value d is the product of y/Hläg and the fraction of material retained between

adjacent sigves.
9 The value Dp is the weighted, geometric—mean particle diameter, equal to dp. ’

1
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TABLE V
Absolute Densities 2; Materials

Absolute Density,

Material lb/cu ft

Aerocat Catalyst 136.6
Tabular Alumina 238.8
Silica Gel 135.1
Superbrite Glass Beads 179.5

Lastovica, J. E.: The Relation of Vessel
Diameter to Several Properties of
Fluidized Beds of Solid Particles,
p. 99. Unpublished M. Sc. Thesis,
Library, Va. Poly. Inst., Blacksburg,
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TABLE VI
MoistureVContgnts_g£ the Materials

1 Moisture Content,

Material

wtAerocatCatalyst 10°5

Tabular Alumina 2.5 _
Silica G61 5.1
Superbrite Glass Beads 0.0 “
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ggperimental Values and Coeffioients of Heat
Transfer, The experimental values and calculated

local coeffieients of heat transfer for the various
tests performed are given in Tables VII, VIII, and IX,
pages 106 to 108, Vertical temperature gradients
for the various tests are represented graphioally in

Figure 13, page 109, A typical horizontal gradient
. observed during the fluidization tests is shown in

Figure lu, page 110, _
Physical Properties of the Fluid and Dimension-

less Groups, The physical properties of the fluid
and the dimensionless groups for the various tests
are presented in Tables X, XI, and XII, pages 111
to 1l3• Log-log plots of the dimensionless group
(hßa/R) versus the ratio (L/bv) are shown in Figure
15, page 111,,,

Constants in the Dimensionless Eguation, A
summary of the constants in Equation h3, page og, is

given in Table XIII, page 1l5• Figures 16 and 17
show graphically the effects of particle density and
particle size on the various functions of Equation aß,
page 92•

Cogparison of ägperimental and Calculated Values,
Table XIV, page 116, contains a comparison of experi-
mental and oaleulated Nusselt numbers fer the various
tests,



Test 

No 

l 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Total Bed 
Height, 

in. 

28 

28 

28 

28 

18 

18 

18 

18 

8 

8 ' 

8 

8 

Pressure Drop 
Across Bed, 

in, Hg 

0, 9 4 

0,94 

. 0,94 

0,94 

0.70 

0,70 

0,70 

0,70 

o. 40 

o. 40 

0.40 

o. 40 

Flow Meter 
Reading , 

in. Hg 

0, 46 

0,46 

0,90 

0.90 

0.46 

o. 46 

0,90 

0.90 

0,46 

o. 46 

0 .90 

0,90 

a Column diameter • 4-in. ID, 4-1/2-in. OD. 

Ma'ss Flow Hate 
of Air, 

lb/hr 

6.0 

6,0 

7 .9 

6,0 

6,0 

7.9 

7,9 

6,0 

6,0 

7,9 

7.9 

Barometric 
Pressure, 

in. Hg 

28.00 

28.00 

27.90 

27. 90 

27,95 

27 .so 

27,90 

28.00 

28,00 

27,90 

27,95 

27.95 

Inlet Air Temp, 
WB DB 
OF OF 

52 80 

55 82 

53 85 

52 

57 84 

57 84 

53 83 

53 83 

57 84 

57 84 

52 82 

52 82 

Humidity, 
of Air 

lb/ lb 

0,0020 

0.0040 

0.0010 

0.0010 

0,0040 

0,0040 

0,0015 

0,0015 

0,0010 

0,0010 

0.0010 

0,0010 
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TABLE VII 

Experimental Values and Local Coefficients of Heat Transfer Obtained from ~ Fluidization 

of Aerocat Cracking Catalyst !E ~ Four-Inah, Internally-Heated, Pyrex Vessel 

Distance from 
Bed Bottom, 

in . 

2 
4 
8 

12 
1 6 
20 
24 
28 

2 
4 
8 

12 
16 
20 
24 
28 

2 
4 
8 

12 
16 
20 
24 
28 

2 
4 
8 

12 
16 
20 
24 
28 

2 
4 
8 

12 
16 
18 

2 
4 · 
8 

12 
16 
18 

2 
4 
8 

12 
16 
18 

2 
4 
8 

12 
16 
18 

2 
4 
8 

2 
4 
8 

2 
4 
8 

2 
4 
8 

Wall Temperature of 
Heating Element, 

OF 

428 
1485 

479 
485 
484 
489 
483 
481 

326 
1155 

360 
369 
365 
372 
376 
376 

434 
1490 

454 
462 
460 
461 . 
464 
467 

361 
1160 

372 
368 
375 
377 
383 
382 

343 
1520 

391 
399 
421 

. 415 

286 
1189 

302 
295 
304 
302 

392 
1459 

403 
·403 
410 
407 

256 
1230 

284 
295 
293 
303 

308 
1160 

418 

314 
1290 

307 

465 
1240 

460 

320 
1195 

268 

Temperatu1•es at Various Ra dial 
from Center of Columna 

Inside 
3/4 in., l-3/8 in., Viall, 

oF 

317 
375 
376 
376 
378 
379 
383 
382 

240 
284 
286 
288 
289 
289 
294 
297 

340 
361 
367 
368 
369 
372 
374 
375 

290 
295 
300 
302 
306 
310 
315 
316 

210 
237 
265 
287 
296 
295 

191 
200 
202 
206 
210 
213 

292 
30l 
304 
~7 
31d 
316 

175 
197 
211 
220 
224 
2.29 

250 
266 
266 

180 
190 
19 1 

260 
274 
275 

182 
191 
194 

OF 

311 
375 
376 
376 
378 
379 
379 
384 

234 
277 
277 
280 
280 
283 
294 
294 

338 
357 
367 
368 
369 
372 
374 
375 

292 
294 
300 
299 
306 
310 
313 
316 

208 
233 
261 
283 
292 
295 

191 
202 
201 
206 
208 
211 

294 
301 
300 
305' 
308 ' 
312 

173 
190 
205. 
210 
213 
217 

252 
263 
266 

180 
190 
191 

260 
274 
277 

182 
191 
1 9 4 . 

OF 

305 
320 
334 
343 
359 
363 
373 
357 

210 
270 
272 
277 
2'n 
278 
284 
280 

320 
336 
351 
352 
353 
355 
353 
349 

275 
291 
290 
285 
286 
279 
279 
272 

202 
212 
248 
272 
272 
283 

190 
200 
200 
202 
204 
201 

275 
280 
294 
291 
293 
287 

173 
182 
197 
207 
210 
211 

232 
254 
258 

175 
182 
18 3 

244 
260 
266 

165 
178 
181 

Distances 

Outside. 
Wall, 

OF 

282 
295 
300 
321 
338 
338 
353 
335 

195 
255 
257 
250 
250 
252 
260 
265 

298 
316 
329· 
330 
330 
338 
331 
333 

263 
280 
280 
271 
271 
268 
265 
254 

178 
189 
224 
251 
255 
260 

180 
185 
18 6 
190 
191 
184 

252 
255 
274 
270 
273 
265 

159 
168 
172 
1 90 
190 
198 

212 
229 
233 

161 
170 
170 

220 
234 
240 

150 
178 
161 

Bulk Temp 
of Bed, 

OF 

314 
375 
376 
376 
378 
379 
381 
383 

237 
281 
282 
284 
285 
286 
294 
296 

339 
359 
367 
368 
369 
,372 
374 
375 

291 
295 
300 
301 
306 
310 
314 
316 

209 
235 
263 
285 
294 
295 

191 
201 
202 
206 
209 
212 

293 
301 

. ~! 
369 
314 

174 
19 4 
208 
215 
219 
223 

251 
265 
266 

180 
190 
191 

260 
274 
27 6 

'182 
191 
194 

Local Temp 
Drop, 

OF 

114 
1110 

103 
109 
106 
110 
102 

98 

89 
874 

78 
85 
8 0 
86 
82 
80 

95 
1131 

8 7 
94 
91 
89 
90 
9 2 

70 
865 

72 
67 
69 
67 
69 
66 

133 
1285 

128 
114 
127 
120 

95 
988 
100 

89 
95 
90 

99 
1158 

101 
97 

101 
93 

82 
1036 

76 
80 
74 
80 

57 
897 
152 

134 
1100 

116 

205 
966 
185 

138 
1004 

74 

Power Inpu't to 
Heating Eleme nt, 

watts 

990 

701 

990 

701 

990 

701 

990 

701 

990 

701 

990 

701 

I., 

Heat Input to 
Column, 

Btu/hr 

3:380 

2360 

3380 

2360 

3380 

2360 

3380 

2360 

3380 

2360 

3380 

2360 

Area of Heating 
Element, 

sq ft 

Oo22l 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

0.221 

o. 221 

0.221 

Heat Flux, 

Btu/hr-sq t't 

15,300 

10,680 

15,300 

10,680 

15,300 

10,680 

15,300 

10,680 

15,300 

10,680 

15,300 

10,680 

Local Coefficient 
of Heat Transfer, 

Btu/hr-sq ft-OF 

134.8 
13,8 

148,5 
140,0 
144.2 
139.0 
149 , 8 
156,5 

120.3 
12.2 

137.2 
126.3 
132.5 
124 .• 2 
130.2 
132,8 

161.5 
13.5 

175 .2 
163,5 
167.8 
172.0 
170.5 
166,0 

153,5 
12.3 

148,5 
160,3 
154,0 
159,0 
154,2 
162.3 

114.8 
11,9 

119.8 
134.8 
120.0 
127,8 

111,o8 
10.8 

106,5 
120 .3 
112.0 
119.2 

153.5 
1 3 .2 

151.2 
158,!5 
150,8 
164,8 

130,0 
10,3 

139.5 
132,8 
144,0 
132,8 

268.0 
17,5 

100.6 

79.6 
9 .7 

9 2.0 

. 74,6 
1~.8 
82.7 

77,3 
10 ,6 

144.2 



Humidity Total Bed Pressure Drop Flow Meter Mass Flow Rate Barometric Inlet Air Tem12,, 
Test Hei gl1. t, Across Bed, Reading , of Air, Pressure, -wB M of Air, 

' No in. in. Hg in, Hg lb/hr in. Hg OF OF lb/lb 

1 20 2.00 0.90 7,9 27.70 57 84 0.0040 

2 20 :a.oo 2.00 11.4 27~95 54 85 ' 0.0020l 

I 
3 20 2.00 2,00 11.4 28.05 52 83 0.0010 

4 16 1.50 0.90 7~9 27.90 53 83 0 . 0015 

5 16 1 . 50 2 .00 11.4 27.95 54 8 4 0.0015 

6 16 1.50 2.00 ll o 4 28.00 54 84 0 , 0015 

a Column diameter • 4-in. ID, 4-1/2-in. OD , 
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' 
TABLE VIII 

, Experimental Values and Local Coefficients of Heat Transfer Obtained from the Fluidi zation 

of Tabular Alumina .1!; .! Four-Inch, Intema:Uy-Heated, Pyrex Vessel 

Temperatures at Various Radial Distances 
from Center of Columna 

Di s tance from Wall Tempe rature of Insi de---outside Bulk Temp Local Temp 
Bed Bottom , Heating Element, 3/4 i n., 1-3/8 in., Wall, Wall, of Be(l., Drop, 

in. OF OF OF OF OF OF OF 

2 286 179 179 130 114 179 107 
4 1220 185 183 135 119 184 1036 
8 297 189 186 18 2 168 ' 188 109 

12 290 191 ' 189 183 170 1 90 100 
16 293 19 2 189 182 165 191 102 
20 297 192 192 185 177 192 105 

2 327 212 212 210 185 212 115 
4 1560 232 223 215 1 9 5 228 1332 
8 338 233 225 220 198 229 109 

12 352 233 232 217 198 233 119 
16 345 231 22B 215 198 230 115 
20 343 223 220 214 191 222 121 

2 245 155- 153 144 130 154 91 
4 1195 1 60 155 149 134 1 58 1037 
8 249 169 156 153 .138 163 '86 

12 257 171 16a 154 136 167 90 
16 258 172 163 156 139 168 90 
20 257 171 16'7 156 140 1 69 88 

2 274 1 65 165 158 l40 1 65 109 
4 1190 169 169 160 144 169 1021 
8 280 170 170 1 66 149 170 llO 

12 281 174 174 1 69 156 17 4 107 
1 6 277 175 175 170 1 58 175 102 

2 309 189 187 181 158 188 121 
4 1410 198 189 184 162 193 1217 
8 315 200 19 3 191 1 69 197 118 

12 324 204 204 19 3 176 204 120 
1 6 322 207 205 198 17 4 206 116 

2 233 141 141 138 1 20 141 9 2 
4 1165 148 141!3 143 127 148 10 17 
8 243 1 50 150 1 44 126 1 50 93 

12 242 154 154 148 133 154 88 
16 244 154 154 .149 133 154 90 

Power Input to Hea t input to Area of Heating Local Coefficient 
Heating Element, Column , Element , Heat Flux, of Heat Transfer, 

watts Btu/hr sq ft Btu/hr-sq ft Btujhr-sq ft-OF 

99 .8 
10.3 

701 2360 0.221 10,680 98 .3 
106,2 
104. 8 
102 ,0 

133.5 
11,5 

990 3380 0.221 15,300 140.2 
128.0 
132.5 
126.5 

117, 8 
10.3 

701 2360 0.221 10,680 123.7 
118 .0 
118 .0 
121.3 

98.0 
10 ,5 

701 2360 0.221 10, 68p 9 7 . 2 
99,5 

104 ,5 

126. 2 
12 .6 

990 3380 Oo221 ,15,300 129.2 
127.2 
131.8 

115. 8 
9.7 

701 2360 o. 221 10,680 114.5 
1 22.0 
119.2 

( 
) 
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. ' TABLE X . . 

Fluid Properties and Dimens i onle s s Grou2 s for Correlati on of t he Local Coefficients of } e.at Transfer 

~ of Internally-Hea ted, Fluidized ~ of Aeroca t Crackin5 Catal_;y:at - - -
) ;· ~ .. '· . '· 

( ·: f'.Jt:~ ~ ; .. ' 

Modi'fied 
Flui d Fl ui d Fl uid The r ma f Lo cal Coef ficien t Prandtl , Reynol~ Nussel t 

Bu lk Temp Bed Height, Vel oci t y , Vis cosi t y\1 ) Condu ctivi t y 2), of Heat Transfer, ~tio.~ .. Ratio, NumbePP "" . Numbe~ - · Nwnbe 1", 

Te s t of Bed , L v ~ k h .Dv/Dp',_ L/Dy epJ(/\C "- I) : Dvfsv~ ·~ .' hDv/k 

No Op f t ft/h r lb/ft-h r Btu/ hr-sq ft-°F/ft Btu/ hr-sq ft-°F dimensionle s s dimensionless dimensionless dimensionless dimens ion less 

314 0. 167 1402 0 . 0564 0 .0207 134.0 1525 0.50 0.640 1,152,000 2160 
375 Oo 333 1512 0 , 059 6 0 . 0221 13o8 1ses loOO 0.641 1,152,000 208 
376 .o. 667 1518 0 . 0597 0.0222 148.5 LJ.525 / l ') 2.00 0.641 1,15611000 ' 2240 

1 376 l.ooo 1518 Oo0597 0 . 0222 l40 o0 1525 3.00 o.-e4t. 1,156,000 ¥ 2100 
378 1.333 1519 0. 0599 0.0223 144o2 1526 4.00 ·;p.639• 1,156,000 2155 
379 f.66'1 1521 0. 0 600 OoQ223 139.0 1525 5.00 cr / 640 1,158,000 ' 2075 .. . 
381 2. 000 1527 0. 0 600 0.0223 149 .8 1525 6-.00 OoS40 1,158,000 2240 
383 2.333 1528 0 ,0601 0. 0 2'24 l56o5 1525 {.00 0.639 1,158,000 2330 

237 Ool67 1263 0. 0523 0. 0189 120.3 1525 Oo50 0.659 1,100,000 2120 
281 Oo333 1343 0 .0547 Oo0199 12.2 1525 1.00 0,654 1,118,000 215 
282 0,667 1346 Oo0548 0.0199 137o2 1525 2.00 o. 654 . 1,118,000 2300 

2 284 1.000 1350 0.05 49 Oo0200 126.3 1525 3.00 0,653 1,118,000 2105 
285 1.333 1351 Oo0550 Oo0200 l32o5 1525 4.00 Oo655 1,118,000 2210 
286 1.667 1352 0 . 0551 Oo0200 124.2 1525 5.00 0.656 1,119,000 2050 
294 2o000 1367 0,0554 0.0202 130.2 1525 . 6,00 Oo6&1 1,125,000 2150 
296 2.:3:3:3 1:371 0, 0555 0.020:3 1:32.8 1525 7o00 0.651 1,125,000 2160 

339 0.167 1908 0, 0579 0 , 0210 161.5 1525 Oo50 Oo656 -1,500,000 2560 
359 0.333 1940 0.0588 Oo0218 13.5 1525 " loOO Oo641 1,502,000 206 
367 Oo 667 1978 0,0593 Oo0219 175.2 1525 2.00 Oo645 1,518,000 2680 
368 1.000 1980 0.059 3 0. 0 220 163.5 1525 3.00 Oo640 1,518,000 2475 
369 1,3:33 1981 0, 059 4 Oo0220 167.8 1525 4,00 Oo642 1,518,000 2540 
372 lo667 1988 0.0595 0,0220 172o0 1525 5.00 Oo644 1,520,000 2605 
374 2o000 199 2 0~059 6 0, 0 221 170o5 1525 . 6o00 Oe642 1,520,000 2575 
375 2.333 1995 0.059 7 0.0222 166o0 1525 lx li.loo 0,640 1,522,000 2490 

291 Ool67 1798 0 .0551 Oo 0203 153.,5 1525 Oo50 Oo646 1,482,000 2520 
295 0.333 1803 0.0554 0.0 203 12.3 1525 1.oo Oo649 1,482,000 202 
&>0 Oo667 1818 0 .0556 0.0203 148.5 1525 2.qo Oo654 1, 482,000 2440 

4 301 1.000 1820 0, 0558 0.020 4 160,3 ~0()0 ' o.6ol 1,482,000 2620 1525 
306 1.:3:33 1832 Oo0560 0. 0 205 154,0 1525 4.00 0d650 1,488,000 2505 
310 1.667 1841 0. 0563 0 .0206 159.0 1525 5,00 0,650 1, 490,000 2575 
314 2.000 1850 0. 0565 0 . 0 207 154.2 1525 6o00 Oo650 1,490 0 000 2480 
316 2.333 1857 0,0 566 0. 0 208 162.3 1525 7o00 0.648 1,499,000 2600 

209 0.167 1222 0.0507 0 . 0182 114.8 1525 Oo50 0.663 1,095,000 2100 
235 0,333. 1270 0.0523 Oo0188 llo9 1525 J..OO 0.662 1,105,000 211 

5 263 0.667 1321 0 .. 0537 0.0195 119.8 1525 2.00 0.656 1,108 ,000 2050 
285 l,OOO 1:338 0 ,0550 0.0200 134.8 1525 3_.00 0.654 1,108 ,000 2245 
294 lo333 1340 0,0554 0.0202 120.0 1525 . 4. 00• 0.652 . 1~110,000 1980 
295 1.500 1342 0,0554 0 . 0202 127.8 1525 ;:,4~ 50 Oo652 1,105,000 2110 

•, -

191 . Ool67 1181 0.0497 0.0178 1llo8 1525 . Oo50 Oo665 l,08o,ooo 2090 
201 0.333 1209 0,0503 0.0180 10.8 1525 1.00 0.666 1,090,000 200 

6 202 0.667 1210 0 .0504 0 .0180 106.5 1525 2o00 Oo666 1,090,000 1950 
206 1.000 1218 0 . 0506 . 0 . 0181 120.3 1525 '·;,.oo Oo665 1,090,000 2215 
209 lo333 1222 0 ,0508 0. 018 2 112.0 1525 ·_ 4909 0.665 1,095,000 2050 
212 lo500 1228 0, 0513 0 . 018 3 119o2 1525 '4o50 0,666 1,095,000 ' 2170 

293 0p167 1812 0 ,0554 0 , 0202 153.5 1525 o.so 0.,651 1,490,000 2530 
. 301 0.;333 1834 0,0559 0. 0204 13o2 1525 1.00 0 .. 650 1,.92,000 . 216 . 
·7 302 0.667 1837 ,0 . 0659 0 .0204 l5lo2 1525 2.00 Oo652 1,492,000 2470 

306 1.ooo 1846 .0.0560 0.0205 158.5 1525 3o00 0.651 1,492,000 2580 
309 ,1,.333 1852 ' 0.0562 0 . 020 6 l50e.8 4,00 Oo650 1,500,000 2440 1525 
314 1.500 1862 0,0565 0.0207 164.8 1525 4o50 0.639 1,508,000 2650 

1174 0.167 1527 0, 0 490 0 . 017 4 130.0 1525 o.so Oo670 1,418,000 2490 
194 . 0.333 1573 Oo0500 0 , 0178 10.3 1525 1.00 0,669 1, 430,000 193 

8 208 0,667 1 610 Oo050 6 0. 0182 13~.5 1525 2.00 0.661 1,450,000 255.5 
215 loOOO 1 625 0 .0511 0. 018 3 132.8 1525 3.00 0,665 1,450,000 2420 
219 lo333 1634 Oo 0514 0.018 4 144.0 1525 4.00 Oo665 1, 450,000 2610 
223 1.500 1642 0, 0516 0 .. 0185 132.8 1525 4.50 0.,665 1,450,000 2390 

251 0.167 1308 Oo0530 Oo 0l 9 2 268a0 1525 j .0.50 0,657 . 1,122,000 4550 
9 265 0.333- 1332 0 ,0541 0 •0195 17o5 1525 1.00 0.651 1,122,000 :300 

'f 

266 Oo 667 1334 0, 0541 Oo 0l 96 l00o6 1525 2o00 0.649 1,122,000 1710 

180 0.167 1176 0.0 491 Oo0175 79o6 1525 0.50 ' 0.669 1,090,000 1510 
10 190 Oo333 11~4 Oo0497 0 .. 0177 9o7 1525 1 .. 00 0,669 1 ,092,000 183 

191 Oo667 1197 Oo0 497 Oo 0178 9 2a0 1525 2o00 - 0,667 1,092,000 1720 

260 0.,167 1745 0.0535 0 . 019 4 ' 74,6 1525 Oo50 0.656 1,482,000 1280 
11 274 Oo333 1778 Oo0543 Oo 0197 14o8 1525 1.00 Oo655 1,490,000 250 

276 Oo667 1785 Oo0544 Oo0l98 82 .. 7 1525 2o00 0,654 1,490,000 1390 

182 Oal67 1558 Oa0 49 2 Oo0176 77.3 . 1525 o.so Oo 665 1,440,000 1460 
12 191 0,333 1580 0 .0499 Oo0178 10o6 1525 1.oo 0.667 1,440,000 201 

19 4 Oo667 1582 0 .. 0500 Oo0179 144.2 1525 2.00 Oo665 1,440,000 2680 

( 1} Drew, T. B., H. H. Dunkle, and R. P . Ge~e re aux: Flow of F l uids, "Chemical ' Handbook" Engineers 1 

( J ~ H. Perry, Editor) , p . 371. McGraw- Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1950. 3 ed. 
( 2) McAdams , "· H.: Heat 1rans mi ss1 on by Conducti on and Conve cti on , " Chemical Engineer's Handbook• 

( J. H. Perry, , Editor), p. 461 . McGraw- Hill Book Co., I nc., New York , N • y •' 1950 . 3 ed. 
a Ve s sel diameter , Dv • 0,333 ft; particle diamete r, Dp • 0,000218 f t . 
b Specific hea t of fluid, Cp• t aken as c ons t ant • 0 . 238 Btu/1b-OF, 
c Absolute soli d density , Pa • l36o 6 lb/ CU f t. 

I 



Test 

No 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

( 1) 

( 2) 

a 

b 

c 

.·· I • 

TABLE XI 

Fluid .Pro'oertie s ~d Dimensionless Groups for Correlation of th! Lo·cal Coefficients of ~ Transfer 

of Internally-Heated, Fluidi zed Be ds of Tabular Alumina 

Fluid Fluid Fluid Thermat Local Coe fficient Prandtl 
Bulk Temp Bed Hei ght, Velocity, Viscosity( 1), Conductivity 2), of Heat Tran s fer, Iatioa , 18ti o, Numbextb., 
of Bed, L v ).( k h Dv/Dp . .L/Dv CpJ.#/k 

OF ft ft/hr lb/ft-hr Btu/hr-sq ft-°F/ft Btu/hr .. sq ft-°F dimensionless dimAnsionless dimensionless 

179 0.167 1502 0.0491 0.0175 99 . 8 290 0.50 Oo669 
184 0 . 333 1513 0 .0 496 0.0176 10. 3 29~ loOO 0.,671 
188 0 . 667 1525 0.0497 0.0177 98.3 - 290 2.00 0 . 669 
.190 1.000 1530 0.0 498 0.,0177 106. 2 290 -3 . 00 0 . 669 
191 1.333 1532 0,0499 0.0178 104.,8 290 4o00 . Oo666 
192 1.667 1535 0 . 0499 0.0178 102.0 290 5 o00 0 ., 666 

212 0.167 2280 0.0510 0.,0183 133. 5 290 0.50 Oo664 
228 0.333 2330 0.0518 0.0187 11.5 290 1 . 00 0.659 
229 Oo667 2335 0.0518 Oo0187 140.2 290 2o 0Q Oo659 
2:33 1.000 2345 0.0521 0.0188 128.0 290 3.00 0 . 660 
230 1.333 2340 0.0519 Oo0186 132.5 290 4o00 0 ., 664 

r 222 1.,667 2310 0,0515 0.0185 126.5 290 5? 00 Oo664 

154 0.167 2080 0.0483 Oo0169 117.8 290 0!150 0.,680 
158 0.,333 2090 0.,0484 0 .0170 10 . 3 290 1o00 Oo 676 
163 Oe667 2110 0 , 0486 Oo0171 123o7 290 2.00 0.676 
167 loOOO 2125 0.0486 Oo0171 118o0 290 3.00 0,676 
168 1.333 2130 0 .0 487 0 .,0172 118.0 290 4.00 0,675 
169 1.667 2130 0.0487 0 .0172 l'2la3 290 5.00 6. 675 

165 Ool 67 1482 0,0486 0.,0171 98o0 290 0 . 50 0.,676 
169 0.333 1490 Oa0487 Oo0172 10o5 290 laOO Oo674 
170 Oo667 1495 0.0487 Oo0173 97o2 290 2.00 Oo671 
174 loOOO 1502 0.0488 Oo0174 99.,5 290 3o00 0.667 
175 1.33.3 1508 Oo0488 Oo0174 104o5 290 4o00 0.667 

188 Oo167 2215 0.0497 0.,0177 l26o2 290 Oo50 Oo669 
193 0.,333 2230 o,p499 0 . 0178 l2o6 290 l.·oo· Oo666 
197 Oo667 2245. 0.0501 0!10179 l2<d.2 290 2.00 Oo 666 
204 1.000 2265 Oo0505 Oo0181 127.2 290 3o00 0.665 
206 la333 2275 0 . 0506 0.0182 131o8 290 4.00 Oo664 

141 .Oo167 2055 Oo0479 0 .,0166 115.8 290 Oo50 Oo686 
148 0. 333 2080 Oo048l Oo0168 9o7 290 loOO Oo684 
150 Oo667 2085 Oo0482 Oo0168 114. 5 290 2a00 0&683 
154 1o000 2100 Oo0483 0.,0169 122.0 290 3 o00 Oo680 
154 1.,333 2100 0.0483 0 ,01 69 119 o2 290 4.00 0 . 680 

Drew, To Bo1 H. H. Dunkle) and R. P. Genere aux: Flow of Fluids, • Chemical Engineers' Handbook " 
( J. H. Perry, Editor , P o 371o McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1950, 3 edo 

McAdams, VI. H.: Heat Transmission by Conduction and Convection , "Chemical Engineers ' Handbook" 
( J . H. Pe rry, Editor), p. 461. McGraw-Hill Book Co. , Inc. , New York, N.Y . , 1950, 3 ed, 

Vessel diamete r , Dv • Oo333 ft; partic le di amete r , Dp • 0.00115 ft. 

Specific heat. of flui d, Cp, taken as constant : Oo 238 Btu/lb-OF ., 

Absolute solid density, Ps a 238o8 1b/cu f t p 

Modified 
~ynolds Nusselt 
Numb ere, Number, 
Dv f s V/M_ hDv/k 

dimensionless dimens i onless 

2,4:301000 1900 
2,430 ,ooo 195 
2,440,000 1850 
2,445,000 2000 
2,455,000 1950 
2,455,000 1910 

3,560,000 ' 2430 
3, 580 ,000 205 
3,580 ,ooo 2500 
3, 580,000 2270 
3,580 ,ooo 2465 
3,580 ,ooo 2:380 

3 ,430,000 2320 
3,440 ,ooo 203 
3,450,000 2410 
3,470,000 2300 
3 1 48D ,000 2280 
3,480 ,ooo 2350 

21425 ,ooo 1910 
2,435 ,ooo 203 
2,440,000 1875 
2,450 ,ooo 1905 
2,455,000 2000 

3,540 ,ooo 2380 
3,560,000 236 
3,570,000 2420 
3,575,000 2370 
3,580,000 2415 

3,420,000 23:20 
3, 440 ,ooo 19 3 
3,460,000 2270 
3,460,000 2405 
3,460,000 2350 



TABLE XII 

Fluid Prooerties a nd Dimensi onless Group s for Correlati on of the Local Coefficients of Heat Transfer 

of Inte rnally-Heated, Fluidized Beds of Silica Gel and Glass ~~ 

Bulk Temp Bed Height, 
Fluid 

Velocity, 
v 

Fluid 
Viscosi by ( 1), 

A 

Fluid Thermal 
Condnctivity(2), 

k 

Local Coefficient 
of Heat Transfer, 

h 
Ittio•, 
Dv/Dp 

.Ratio, 
L/Dv 

Prandt.). 
Numberb, 

Cp,.t{/k Test of Bed L 

Modified 
Reyn olds 
N\unbe rC, 
DvfsV/,JJ.. 

Nuaselt 
Number, 

hDv/k 

Material No ft 

Ool67 
0.333 
9o667 
J.eOOO 
1.333 
1.667 
2.000 
2.333 

ft/hr 

2560 
2595 
2600 
2640 
2655 
2775 
2805 
2810 

lb/ft-hr 

0.0559 
0.0565 
0,0565 
0.0573 
0,0575 
0.0594 
0.059 7 
0,0599 

Btu/hr-sq ft-OF/ft 

Oo0205 

Btu/hr-aq ft-°F 

101.2 

dimensionless dimensionless dimensionless dimensionless dimensionless 

l 

305 
315 
316 
328 
332 
368 
376· 
379 

0,0207 
060207 
Oo0210 
0.0211 
0.0220 
0 .. 0222 
Oo0223 

9l o.6 
l00o5 
107.7 

96o9 
101.0 
110.0 

98.1 
Silica 
Gel 241 

244 
246 
258 
263 
280 
284 
286 

0 .167 
Oo333 
0.667 
1,000 
1.333 
1,667 
2.000 
2o333 

2350 
2360 
2370 
2405 
2420 
2480 
249 0 
2500 

Oo0525 
0.0526 
Oo052? 
0.0534 
0,0537 
Oo0545 
0,0549 
0.0550 

0,0189 88o1 
89.6 
80 .. 0 
87.4 
87.4 
92o6 
9 2.0 
95.2 

Glass 
Beads 

l) 

2) 

2 

1 

2 

238 
240 
243 
246 
249 
249 
253 
256 

178 
181 
183 
188 
189 
190 
193 
195 

Ool67 
·Oo 333 
0,667 
loOOO 

- l. 333 
lo667 
2o000 
2o333 

Ool67 
0.333 
0.667 
1.000 
1.333 
1.667 
2o000 
2.333 

2350 
2355 
2365 
2380 
2385 
2385 
2400 
2410 

2145 
2160 
2165 
2180 
2185 
2190 

' 219 5 
2200 

Oo0524 
0,0525 
0.0526 
Oo0528 

,0.0529 
0.0529 
Oo0532 
0,0532 

0,0.491 
0.0493 
0,0494 
0 .. 0496 
Oo0496 
o.o4S7 
0,0498 
0,0500 

Oo0l90 
0.0191 
Oo0l94 
0,0195 
Oo0199 
0,0200 
Oo0200 

Oo0l89 
Oo0189 
0.0190 
Oo0191 
0.0192 
Oo0192 
0.0193 
0.0193 

Oo0174 
0.0175 
0,0176 
0.0177 
0.0177 
0.0177 
0.0178 
0.0178 

l05o2 
126o3 
llloO 
114o6 
l16o4 
122o0 
ll0o3 
114o5 

l0lo8 
112o5 
96.1 

106o8 
110o4 
118o5 

93o3 
107~1 

Drew, T. B., H. H. Dunkle, and R. P. Genereaux: Flow of Flu i d s, "Chemical Engineers' Handbook" 
(J. H. Perry, Editor), p. 371. Mc Graw-Hill Book Co ., Inc., New York, N.Y., 1950. 3 edo 

McAdams, w. H.: Heat Transmission by Conduction and Convecti on, "Chemical Engineers' Handbook" 
(J. H. Perry, Editor), p. 461. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., 1950. 3 ed. 

214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 

214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 
214 

290 
290 
290 
290 
290 
290 
290 
290 

290 
290 
290 
290 
290 
290 
290 
290 

a 

b 

Vessel diameter, ~ • 0.333 ft; particle diameter, Dp, for silica 8el • 0.00156 ft; for glass beads • 0.00115 ft. 

Specific heat of fluid, cp, taken as constant • 0.238 Btu/lb-OF, 

c Absolute solid density, jCs • 135.1 lb/cu ft for silica gel; 179.5 lb/cu ft for glass beads. 

0,50 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
7.00 

0.50 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
7,00 

Oo50 
1,00 
2.00 
3.00 
4o00 
5o00 
6o00 
7o00 

Oo50 
1.00 
2.00 
3o00 
4o00 
5.00 
6.oo 
7c00 

• 

Oo650 
0.650 
0.650 
0.650 
Oo64~ 
0.641 
0,640 
0.640 

0.661 
0,660 
0,656 
Oo655 
0,655 
0,653 
Oo653 
0.653 

0,659 
Oo661 
0,660 
Oo658 
Oo655 
0.655 
Oo655 
0.656 

0.672 
0.670 
o. 669 
o. 668 
Oo668 
0,668 
Oo666 
0.666 

2,070,000 
2,070,000 
2,075,000 
2,080,000 
2,080,000 
2,110,000 
2,120 ,ooo 
2,120,000 

2,020 ,ooo 
2, 020 ,ooo 
2,030 ,ooo 
2,030 ,ooo 
2,030 ,ooo 
2,050,000 
2,050,000 
2,050,000 

2, 680 ,ooo 
2,680,000 
2, 690"000 
2, 695 ,ooo 
2,700,000 
2,700,000 
2,700"000 
2,710,000 

2,610,000 
2, 620 ,ooo 
2, 620 ,ooo 
2,630,000 
2,630,000 
2,630p000 
2,630,000 
2,630,000 

1650 
147 5 
1620 
1710 
1530 
1530 
1650 
1480 

1555 
1570 
1395 
1500 
1490 
1 550 
1530 
1590 

1 8 55 
2230 
1945 
2000 
2020 
2120 
1905 
1980 

1 950 
2140 
18 20 
2010 
2080 
2220 
1745 
2005 
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TABLE XIII
v äumgary‘g£_Qglgulated_Qggstants for the Eguation

hpvk
·q \Lb / b CoefficientTest hDv/ka, DvPSVAQa,/ DV/Dp, Exponent g , Exponent nc, fb},

Material No dimensionless dimensionless dimenslonless dimensionless dimensionless dimensionless
Aerocat Catalyst 1-8 2520 1,288,000 1525 ,
Tabular Alumina l-6 2210 5,110,000 290 0.640 0.569 0.01900
Glass Beads 1-2 2000 2,660,000 290

Aerocat Catalyst l-8 2520 1,288,000 1525
Tabular Alumina 1-6 2210 5,110,000 290 0.810 0.400 0.00150
Silica Gel 1-2 1550 2,065,000 214

Average values of exsonents and eoefficiert 0.725 C.585 0.00497

a D1&8H51OR1BlS gruups :e1ul«ted are lggarithmic ave».ges of che zaterials and tests indicated. ‘waes¤ \
averages were used to ietermine the exyonents and eaefficient bf the dimensionless equation by simultaneoussolatinn ef tEree e^uasi vs.

b Average values tf the eroonents J and n were compute as the arithmetic average. I
C Average value fer the ceefficiert CO was computed as the logarithmic mean.



U TABLE XIV
_ Comparison gg Experimental and Calculated

Nusse_l_g Lum__b_e__gs_ ggg the Various Tests
Experimental Range of CalculatedßläveragesMaximumTest

Nusselt Number; Nusselt Number, Deviation,
Material No dimensionless r dimensionless Z

4

1 9 2075-2550 2170 -6.9
2 2050-2500 2100 -8.7
5 2475-2680 2640 +6.7

Aerocat 4 2440-2620 2600 +6.6
Catalyst 5 1980-2245 2100 -6.5

6 1950-2215 2080 +6.7 -
7 2440-2650 2610 +7.0
8 2590-2610 2550 +6.7

1 1850-2000 1890 -5.5
2 2270-2500 2500 +10.1Tabular 5 2280-2410 2440 +7.0 ,

Alumina 4 1875-2000 1890 -4.5 ~
5 2570-2420 2500 +5.5
6 2270-2405 2450 +7.0

Silica 1 1475-1710 1500 -12.5
G61 2 1595-1590 1480 ‘-6.9

Glass 1 1855-2050 2050 +9.4'Beads 2 1745-2220 II _ 1990 ' +14.0 ·
a Calculated from the equation ,

‘ 0.*726 0.666 e 7
hDv = 0.00497(DVp8V) Dv

k il Dp ‘

-
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Sample Calculations

A sample of each calculation made in computing the

results of this investigation are presented on the

following pages.

Thermccogple Cglipgggigp, The thermocouple cali-

bration curves of Figures 9 to 11, pages 97 to 99 were

computed by evaluating the constants in the following

equation(l3), and then calculating the emf for various

temperatures. Using the experimental values for the
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boiltng point of distilled water (208 °F) and the freezing

point of zine (787 °P) given Ln Table II, page 96:

E = kT0(¤1' ·- Ta) - ä('1'z - Taz)
where:

E = thermal emf, mv
k ¤ conetant, mv/(°R)2

TG = constant, °R
T ¤ absolute temperature of the hot junction, °R

Tg = absolute temperature of the reference

junction, h92 °R•

1;.*96 ··= k1'e<<’>68 ·· 1;*92) ·· äjééßz ·· 1;*92z)
20.30 ·= k·2„<12b,7·· 1+92) · ä_<121;”/2-· u*92z)

k ¤ h.S76 1 10°6 mv/(°R)z
Tg = 6700 ¤a

and
E ¤ 0.3078(T · M92) - 2,288 x 10'6(Tz - 2h2,06B)

Computing the emf generated at the freezing point of tin

(11-1+9 ¤P):
E == 0,_3078(909 ·- 14.92) - 2.288 1 l0"'6(9O92··· 21+2,061+)
E = 11•Sl mv 6

which ie in exact agreement with the experimental value,
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Orifioe Calibration, Values for the relation of the
mass flow rate of air versus manometer reading in inches
of mercury are given in Table III, page 100, Since for
all practical purposes the experimental points fall on a
smooth curve, Figure 12, page 101, no orifice coefficient
was caloulated, Values for the mass flow rate of air for
the various tests were taken directly from the curve of
Figure 12, For example, the manometer reading for test 3
of aerocat catalyst, Table VII, page 106, was 0,90 inch
of mercury, From Figure 12, the mass flow rate of air
ccrresponding to a manometer reading of 0,90 inches of
mercury is 7,9 pounds of air per hour,

Particle Diametsr, The weighted, geometric-mean
particle diameters of the various materials were deter-
mined from screen analyses of 100·gram samples placed on
the top of a square root·of-two series of sieves, The
data used in this sample calculation is that for aerocat
oatalyst and is recorded in Table IV, page 102, The
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weighted, geometric-mean particle diameter wea deter-

mined frem Eqnetion 2, page 2h:

F “ YDP ===§ (X)(dp) (2)
y ¤ 1

where:
Ep ¤ weighted, geometrie mean partiele diameter,

in.
X ¤ weight fraction of the sieved compenent,

em/e¤
y ¤ number of aieved cemponente, dimneionlesa

dp == 1/äiää
uhee:

W

dp = gedmetric-mean particle diameter cf
the sieved eemponent retained between
adjacent sievee having apertures dl
end dg! in. "

For the eieved cemponent retained betwe•n;the*70« and 100-
meeh ecreens (aperturee of 0.0083 and 0.0058 ¢neh, re-
epeetively):

0,==ep
== 0.00691;, 111.

(X)(dp)== (0.00?}(0.o069l»)
(X)(dp)=·= 0.00005 in.

A summation of the (X)(d2) terms yields:
Ep = 0.00262 in.
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Absolute Densitles„ Absolute densities of the solid
partlclee were determined as a check for those values
previously determined by Lastovica(26). They were made

using a Hogarth specific gravity bottle• The deneities
of the materials were calculated from the following
equation and are recorded in Table V, page l93•

fb ¤ Hl 1 81 1 dl
V2 ~ W3(¤1/82)

where:
fg = absolute density of particles, lb/cu ft
W1 = dry weight of solide, gm
W2 ¤ weight of water to fill bottle at Tl, gm
W3 ¤ weight of water to fill bottle at gg

minus weight of water displaced by solid
particles at Tg, gm

B1 ¤ specific gravity of water at gl! dimensionless
sg = specific gravity of water at Tg} dimensionlees
dl ¤ density of water, 62,h lb/cu ft
T1 ¤ 68 °F
Tg = 90 °Ffg ¤ 15•Qg0 1 0•Q9QO x 62•g

(118.62h • 111.503 x O•999O O•9950)
(*8 == 136.6 1b/eu rt.
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Heat Input to Golumm, The heat input to the column
was caloulated by oonverting the electrical power input
to the heating element from watts to Btu per hour, The
data used in this sample oalculation was taken from test
one for aerooat catalyst, Table VII, page 106, The con-
vereion was made by means of the following equationx

q == PK y
where: .

q ¤ heat input to the column, Btu/hr
P = electrical power input to the heating

element, wette
K = oonversion factor, 3,M13 Btu/%att—hr

Q “ 990 x 3•Ml3
q == 3380 sw/hr•
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Area ef Heat Transfer. The area ef heat transfer
was computed from the following equation. The data

used in this sample calculation was that data taken
frcm test one for aerocat catalyst, Table VII, page 106:

A==·¤DLIHK
where:

A = area of heat transfer, eq ft

D = diameter of heating element, in,

L = length of heating element, in.

A = §•1Q x 0,25 x g0•§
1

A ¤ 0,221 sq ft.
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Heat Flux to Bed, The basic assumption of uniform
hosting was made in determining the heat transferred to

the fluidized bed, Since the column was hat insulated, an
enthalpy balance around the column was not practical
because of the large quantities of heat dissipated

through the walls of the column, The quantity of heat
sbsorbed by the air in auch a colum is not a true
measure er even ap roximatelyso of the heat transferred

to the fluidized bed, The data used in this sample

caloulation is that data for test one, aerooat catalyst,

Table VII, page 106. On the basis of uniform heating, the

heat Flux to the Fluidised bed was ealculated from the

following equation:

Heat flux „ q/A
where:

v

q g heat input te the eolum, Stu/hr

A g area of heat transfer, eq ft

Heat Flux ¤ 3380/0,221

Heat flux e 15,300 Btu/hr~sq ft,
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Lecal Temperature Dr0p• The local temperature drop
was calculated ae the temperature difference between the

wall temperature cf the heating element and the bulk of

the fluidized bed. Thus, for aerocat catalyet, test 1,

Table VII, page 106, fer a distance above the bed bottem

of 28 inchee, the local temperature drop was calculated

frem the following equationx —

Nbl ¤ tw •• tb

where!
At; ¤ local temperature drop, °F

tw-= wall temperature of the heating element
at the point of meaeurement, °P

tb ¤ bulk temperature of the fluidized bed at

the point of meaeurement, °F

Atl ¤ MB1 — 383

Atl == 98 °r.
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Local Socfflcient of Heat Transfer, The data

used in this sample calculation is the data for aerooat

catalyst, test one, Table VII, page 106, for a distance

above the bed bottom of 28 inches. The local ooefficionts

of heat transfer were caloulated from the following

equation:

h. 3 MQBtl
where:

h e local coefficient of heat transfer,

Btu/hr·sq ft•°?
q/A 3 heat flux to the fluidized bed, Btu/hr•¤q ft·°P

At; 3 local temperature drop from heater wall to the

bulk of the fluidised bed, °F

hh

e 156.5



gverage Fluid §gessure• The average fluid pressure

within the fluidised bed was taken as the barometric

pressure plus one half of the pressure drop across the

fluidized bed, Using the data for aerocat catalyst,
test one, Table VII, page 106, the average fluid pressure
was calculated from the following equationz

P ¤ Pb + AP
" 2*

where:

Pf = average fhxid pressure within the fhuidized

Pb ¤ barometrio pressure, in. of Hg

AP ¤ pressure drop across the fluidised bed,

ine of Hg

Pt ¤ inn Üf H8•
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Fluid Density, The fluld density was calculated
from the ideal—gas law and was based on the average
fluid pressure and bulk·bed tempeature within the fluide
ized bed, Using the data for aerocat catalyst, test one,
Table VII, page 106, for a distance above the bed bottom
of 28 inches, the fluid density was calculated frem the
following equation:

re ~
Tf ?o

where:

fg ¤ fluid density, lb/cu ft
My = avera e molecular weight of the fluid, air,

29 1b§lb·mol
vm = molal volume at the reference temperatureand pressure, 359 cu ft/lb·mo1 at 32 °Fand 29,92 in, of Hg, absolute
Tf = absolute bu1k—bed temperature, °R
To = absolute reference temperature, h92 °R
Pf ¤ absolute pressure of the fluid, in. of Hg
Pc ¤ absolute reference pressure, 29•92 in, of Hg”’1* “ rä tf-? äärää

{ef === o.¤1+u9 lt/eu ru.
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Sugerficial Air Velocity. The superficial air
velocity was calculated from the following equation and
was based on the average conditions at the point of
meaeurement„ The data eubstituted into the equation is
the data for aerocat catalyst, test one, Table VII,
page 106, for a distance above the bottom of the bed of
28 inches, The results of this calculation are recorded
in Table X, page l11•

V ¤ lggä
[of X KD2

E
where:

V ¤ superficial air velocity, ft/hr
M = mass flow rate of air, lb/hr

/} = fluid density, lb/cu ft 1
D = diameter of the retaining vessel, in.

V =
4

lgg x 6.0
Ü•Ü}.|J.\„9 1: gülg 1: (L1.0)?

v = 1528 rt/br
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Oaleulgtion of the Gorrelatigg Dimensionleea Groupe.
Referring to Table X, page 111, for aeroeat catalyst,
test one, at a bed height of 0.167 feet, the dimeneion~
less groups were calculated ae illuetrated in the fol-
lowing paragraphe„

Nueeelt Number. The Nusselt number was cale-
ulated from the following equation!

NH '“ hßv‘E'

where:

Nu = Nueselt number, dimensionless

h ¤ local eoefficient of heat transfer,
em/br-eq r1;-°1¤

Dv = veeeel diameter, ft
k = thermal conductlvity of the fluid,

Bea/‘1¤·-eq rt-Or/rt

Nu ¤ lßg.0 x 0.}}}
.0

Nu = 2160.
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Modified Reynolds Number. The modified

Reynolds number was caleulated frcm the following

equation:

Rßm ° 3?.*ll¤.Y.
P

where:
Reyq == modified Reynolds number, dimensionless

Dv ¤ vessel diemeter, ft

fs = solid density, lb/eu ft

V == superficial fluid Velocity, ft/hr

5.+. == fluid viseosity, lb/ft-hr

Rex == 0.}}; 1: 131;,.0 1: lQ:02
0.0561+

Rep; == 1,152, 000.
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Prandtl Number. The Prandtl number was cale-

ulated from the following equationt

Pr ¤ Qgy
k

where:
rr = Prandtl number, dimensionleee

GP = specific heat cf the fluid, Btu/lb—°F

u ¤ fluid viscoeity, lb/ft—hr

k = thermel conductivity of the fluid,

Btu/hr•sq ft~°F

Pr = 0.6hO.
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Bed Height—to-Veeeel Diameter Ratgg. The bed
height was taken as the distance above the bottom
of the bed. The ratio of bed height te veesel
diemeter was calculated from the following equation:

RL == gr;

where:

RL == ratio of bed height to veesel
diameter, dimeneionless

L == bed height at point of measurement, ft
Dv = vessel diameter, ft

HL = 0.16;
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Vessel Diameter•to—Part1ole Diameter Ratio.
The ratio of veesel diameter to pertiole dimmeter
was calouleted from the following equation:

Rp==&
Dv

where:

Rp ¤ ratio of veeeel diameter to partiele
diameter, dimeneionless

Dv ¤ veesel diameter, ft

DP = partiole diemeter, ft

Evaluation of the Gonetante in the Heat—Tranefer
Eguation. The effect of the group (L/Dv) on the Nueeelt

number (hßv/k) was found to be negligible ae obeerved in

Figure 15, page llh. The group was therefore omitted

from the correlation. The Prandtl number (cpu/k) was
found to very only from 0•63 to 0.68 und was, therefore,
ebeorbed into the eonstant coefficient gg of Equation
M3, page 9h. This left only two exponente and the
eonetent ooefficient of the equetion to be eveluated.
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The equation in the redueed form is as follows:

g = Go(_!}_v;_@_‘Q'_)“‘(_Q!y_)“ um
k p DP

where!
d

h ¤ local coefficient of heat transfer,
Btu/hr·sq ft—°F

DP¤ vessel diameter, ft
k = thermal eonductivity of the fluid,

sm/1u--eq rt-°r/re
[0,,;*-= solid density, lb/cu ft
V = superficial fluid velocity, lo/hr
p = fluid visoosity, lb/ft-hr
DP¤ particle diameter, ft
m, n, and GQ are empirical constants,

dimensionless.
Average values of each dimensionless group were computed
logarithmically for eaeh material. Equation MS was put
in logarithmie form and the constants evaluated by the
simultaneous solution of three equations. Using average
values for aerocat catalyst, tabular alumina, and silica
gel, computed from the data of Tables X, XI, and XII,
pages 112 to 113, the following simultaneous equations
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were set up and the exponents _1;¥1_ and Q, and the eonstant

coefficient Q2 eolved for:

log? ¤1og 0°+mlog_I}_L@_’[_ 4-nlogä
I4-

For aerocat catalyst,

log 2320 === log 00 + m log 1,288,000 4- n log 1525
For tabular alumina,

log 2210 ¤= log 0;, 4- zu leg 3,110,000 + n log 290
For eilica gel,

log 1550 =¤ log Gg + m log 2,065,000 + n log 2].}.;,
Solving for 1_1_}_, Q, and gg:

m ¤ 0.81e
n = 0.uoo

00 == 0,0013
Values were also oomputed with the data for aerocat
catalyst, tabular alumina, and glass beads. These values
are tabulated in Table XIII, page 115. Average values
for the exponmte were caleulated and the equaticm in
final form is ae followst

% ¤P-
where all symbole are as previously defined.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The results obtained during this investigation are

discussed, recommendations for future work are presented,

and the limitations imposed upon this investigation are

stated in this section.
”

Discussion of Results

The discussion which follows deals with the various

procedures used in this investigation, the qualitative and

quantitative observations, mathematical correlation of the

local coefficient of heat transfer with bed height and

particle density, applications of the heat·transfer

equation deduced in this investigation, experimental

errors, and criticisms of the equipment used in this study.

Prooedures. Several procedures used in this investi-

gation are believed to merit discussion. These procedures

are the thermocouple calibration, determinations of abso-

lute particle density, and particle size determinations.

Thermocougle Galibrations. The thermocouples

used in measuring temperatures in this investigation

were 20 grand g gage, iron-constantan thermocouples.

A three-point calibration was used for calibrating

these thermocouplrzs over the temperature range of lOO



to 160 °F. The standard used for the first point

was boiling, distilled water, the temperature of

which was 208 OF at 28.00 inches of mercury,

absolute. The thermoeeuple beads were immersed in

the boiling water and the generated emf was measured

at different instances until emf readings agreed to

within 0.01 millivelt. The recerded emf at 208 °F

was h•96 millivolts. The second point ef the cal-

ibration was the freezing point of chemically pure

tin. The tin was melted in a crucible and heated

to approximately 50 °F above its melting point.

The thermocouple beads were then immersed in the

molten tin and the melt allowed to cool slowly

toward the freezing point. Emf readings were taken

at one·minute intervals until the melt had so1idi—

fied. The horizontal portion of the emf·time curve

was taken as the freezing point of tin, hh? °F. The

recorded emf for this temperature was 11.51 millivolts.

The third point of the calibratien was the freezing

point of zinc. The same procedure was followed as

was used for tin, The recorded emf for this temper•

sture, 787 °F, was 20.30 millivolts.
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Upon the recommendation of Ryman(79), these

three experimental points could be fitted to the

quadratic 1aw(13) for thermocouples, which is

given by the equation:

E ! kTc(T—TB) •_ä(T2•Tä)

where:
E • thermal emf, millivolts

T ¤ eba¤1ute temperature of the hot junetion,

°R

TR • absolute temperature of the reference

junetion, h92 OH

k • constant, dependent on the surface

characteristies and composition of the

thermocouple, mv/(°R)2

Tc • constant, dependent on the surface

characteristics and composition of the

thermocouple, °R•

The experimental points for the boiling point of

water and the freezing point cf zins were used to

evaluate the constants g_and.T2! and the equatiou

became:

E g 0.03078(T · h92) • 2.288 x lO°6(T2 ~ 2h2,06h)

From this equation, the emf which would te generated

at the freezing point of tin, hh9 °F, was calculated
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to be 11,51 millivolts, which is in exact agreement

with the experimental value determined, According
to Ryman(79), the equation thus determined may be
extrapolated several hundred degrees Fahrenheit

without serious error. The calibration curves of
Figures 9, 10, and ll, pages 97, 98, and 99, re·
spectively, were plotted from this equation.

Determination of Absolute Particles Densitg.
the absolute densities of solid particles are
genera1ly(u7*S2*78*8u) determined by water dis-
placement. The density values recorded in Table V,
page 103, are those determined by Lastovica(25).
One experimental determination was made for each

substance in this investigation using a Hogarth
specific gravity bottle, and the values obtained
were found to agree within 1.0 per cent of those

values determined by Lastovica. Lastovica(29) made
several check determinations using kerosene dried
with calcium chloride and found that the results
agreed identically with those found by the die-
placement of water,

Particle Size Determinations, weighted,
geemetric—mean particle diameters were calculated
for the solid particles in this investigation from



screen analyses, which are presented in Table IV,

page 102. The superbrite glass beads were uniform
in size, having a geometricemean diameter of 0.0138
inch. These beads passed through a U. S. Standard
screen number ao and were retained 100 per cent on
screen number 50. The tabular alumina was clcsely
sized so that 100 per cent passed a MO-mesh screen

and 100 per cent was retained on a 50—mesh screen,

giving a weighted, geometric-mean particle diameter
of 0.0138 inch. The silica gel had the widest size

distribution of any material used in this

investigation, varying from 20-mesh (0.0328 inch)
to 100-mesh (0.0058 inch). The weighted, geometris-

mean diameter cf these particles was found to be

0.0187 inch. Aerocat catalyst, having a weighted,
geometric-mean, particle diameter of 0.00262 inch,

had the smallest partieles used in this investigation.
Qgalitative Observations. Gertain qualitative ob-

servations were made during the course of this investi-

gation which are notable. Some of these observations
may have had an important effect on the heat—transfer

characteristics of the fluldized beds studied in this

investigation. These qualitative observations include
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electostatic charge, mixing, channeling, and elußßing,
in the fluidized bed.

Formation ef Electrostatic Charge. Laetovica(3O)
observed that for all of the solid partioles used
in this investigation, an electrostatic charge
was formed by the action of the particles on the
retaining walls. Observations during this investi-
gation indicated that an electrostatic charge was

formed only by the glass beads and the silica gel.
As the bulk-bed temperature was raised above approx-

imately 100 °F, the electrostatic charge was no

longer noticeable. The charge formed by the particles,
therefore, did not effect the results cf this investi-
gation, since the experimental data was obtained at
bulk-bed temperatures much higher than 100 °F.

Mixing of the Particles. Pattereon(7S) re-

ported that the mixing of solide in fluidized-beds

was virtually complete and instantaneous because of
violent agitation. Gilliland and Mason(20)stated
that mixing of solide was greater for beds of small
length-to-diameter ratlos. Lastovica(31) reported

from his observatione that mixing was not in general

instantaneous er complete.



Visual observations made during the course of

this investigation agree with the observations made

by Gilliland and Mason(20) and Lastovica(3l). For a

length—to-diameter ratio of 2:1, mixing appeared to

be virtually complete and instantaneous. However,

for 1ength•to·diameter ratlos greater than atl,

mixing was observed to be very slow at the bottom

of the bed and very rapid at the upper free surface.

One exception to this observation was the aerocat

cracking catalyst, which appeared to mix well at

length-to—diameter ratlos varying from 2:1 to 7:1.

This would suggest that small particle size enhances

mixing„

Channeling Characteristics. Leva
etstatedthat channeling in a bed of fluidized particles

was facilitated by moisture in the bed, low fluid

velocities, small particles, particle roughness,

and high density particles•

In the fluidized beds of aerocat oatalyst studied

in this investigation, severe channeling was observed

at the onset of fluidization. Channeling was not

observed to be too severe for tabular alumina, silica

gel, and glass beads. This would substantiate the

observation of Leva that small particles enhanee
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channeling. The aerocat, as previously stated,

had a mean perticle size of 0.00262 inch, whereae

the tabular alumina, glass beads, and silica gel had

mean psrticle sizes of 0.0138, 0.0138, and 0.0187

inch, respectively. The effects of moisture content

were not studied, since the moisture content of the

various solide did not exceed two per cent except

for aerocat catalyst, which contained approximately

ten per cent moisture. Moisture contents of the

materials used are listed in Table VI, page 10h.

Slggging Gharacteristics. Slug flow begins at

that Velocity where bubbles of the fluidizing medium

grow to the size of the vessel diameter and are

trapped between adjacent pockets of solid particles.

This type of flow was observed in the fluidized beds

of glass beads, silica gel, and particularly in the

beds of tabular alumina. The tabular alumina ex·

hibited slugging at the onset of fluidisation.

Quantitative Observstions. The quantitative

observations made in this investigation deal with

horizontal and Vertical temperature gradients, studies

of the effect of bed height, particle density, and

particle diameter on the local coefficients of heat

transfer, air humidity, and regeneration of drierite.
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Horizontal Temperature Gradients. Figure lk,

page 110, shows a typical horizontal temperature

profile for the various tests conducted. For most

of the tests, no gradient was observed in the bulk

of the fluidized bed, and a maximum gradient of

approximately 10 °F was observed in several of the

tests with aerocat catalyst and tabular alumina.

The bulk temperature of the fluidized bed was taken

as the mean of the temperature readings at 3/h»inch

and l·3/8•inch radii from the center of the column.

Vertical Temperature Gradients. The vertical

temperature gradients were more noticeable in the

bulk of the fluidiged bed than in the case of the
horizontal gradients. Figure 13, page 109, shows the

horizontal temperature gradients for the various

tests. These were plotted from the data in Tables

VII to IX, pages 106 to 108. A maximum vertical

temperature profile of 8h °F was observed for test S

of aerocat catalyst, as shown in Table VII, page 106.

The presence of a vertical temperature profile is

obviously caused by the fact that cool air entering

through the bottom of the bed lowers the bulk temper·

ature of the bed. As the air passes through the bed,

the air receives heat by conduction and convection
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from the hot solide, and the air temperature in·

creases so that the bulk temperature of the bed

increases. The temperature of the solide remains

essentially constant because of the rapid mixing

within the bed,
Effect of Bed Height. Leva et al(39) con-

cluded from studies of heat transmission in ex—

ternally-heated fluidized beds of Feßüu that bed
height had no effect upon heat transfer. However,

Dow and Jakob(l2) found for externa1ly·heated beds

of aerocat catalyst, pitch cokc, and iron that the

coefficients of heat transfer increased with the

group (Uv/L)O°6S, which would indicate that for a

given vessel diameter, the local coefficient of

heat transfer would decrease approximately 50 per

cent for an increase in bed height of four inehes.

The observations made during this investigation, in

general, substantiate the observatiens made by Leva,

Figure 15, page llh, shows a plot of the Nusselt

number against the ratio (L/Dv). For given tests,

all variables were essentially constant with the

exception of the bed height, and, therefore, the

trends observed in these plots are the same as would

be observed in a plot of the local coefficients

against bed height,
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Effect of Particle Density. Leva(78) found

from his studies that the local coefficients of

heat transfer were independent of the absolute

density of the particles. This conclusion was

based on a comparison of the heat·transfer coefficients

for externally~heated, fluidized beds of round

sand and Fe3Ou, which differ in particle density

by approximately 100 per cent. Hickley and

Trilling(62) found, however, for both external1y•

heated and internally·heeted, fluidized beds of

scotchlite glass beads that the coefficients of

heat transfer increased with the solide concentratien•

Since for any given set of conditions the solide

concentration is proportional to the solid density,

it may be concluded from the results cf hickley

and Trilling that the local coefficients of heat

transfer increase with particle density.

The results obtained from this investigation

in general substantiate the results of Mickley and

Trilling. Because of the variance in particle size,

a direct correlation between the local coefficients

of heat transfer and particle density was not possible.

The constants in Equation hb, page 138, were

evaluated by simultaneous solution of three equations

using the logarithmic average values of the
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dimensionless groups for the various substances.
The resulting equation indicates that the local
ooefficients of heat transfer increase with the
0.725 power of the absolute particle density. Four
densities were studied in this investigation;

namely, 135.1 pounds per cubic foot for silica gel,
136.6 pounde per cubic foot for aerocat catalyst,

179.5 pounds per cubic foot for superbrite glass
beads, and 238.8 pounds per cubic foot for tabular
alumina. A clearer picture of the effect of

particle density is shown in Figure 16, page 117.
Using Equation M6, and eliminating the effects of
particle size and superficial air Velocity by
plotting

varßuß fe
it is obvious from Figure 16 that there is a definite
increase in the local coefficients of heat transfer
with particle density. The plot indicates that

for a given set of conditions, the coefficients

of heat transfer will increase approximately h5 per
cent es the particle density increases from 136.6

pounds per cuhic foot for aerocat catalyst tc 238.8

pounds per cubic foot for tabular alumina.
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Referring to Table VIII, page 108, the coefficients

of heat transfer for tabular alumina, test five,

varied between 126.2 and 131.8 Btu per hour per

square foot per °F for a mass flow rate of air of

1l.h.pounds ner hour and a bulk bed temperature

of approximately 195 OF. Referring to Table IX,

page 109, the coefficients of heat transfer for

glass beads, test two, varied from 93.3 to 118.5

Btu per hour per square foot per °P for approx-

imately the same conditions. Since the particle

size was the same for both substances, 0.0138 inch,

the effect of particle diameter is not apparent,

and the coefficients increased from 10 to 30 per

cent as the particle density increased from 179.5

pounds per oublc foot for glass beads to 238.8 pounm

per cubic foot for tabular alumina. This is also

experimental evidence of the fact that local

coefficients ef heat transfer increase with increased

particle deneity for any given set of conditions,

It should be noted here that the points plotted

in Figure 16, page 117, are average values for the

various tests. These points represent agglomerates

of four to eight experimental points which deviate

from the straight line by less than 15 per cent.
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Effect of Particle Size. Mickley and Trilling(62)

observed coefficients of heat transfer in fluidized

beds of scotchlite beads varying in particle

diameter from 0.002 to 0.02 inch. Trends observed

in their investigation indicated that the local

coefficients of heat transfer decreased with an

increase in particle diameter. Leva(39) also ob-

served a decresse in local coefficients of heat

transfer with an increase in particle diameter.

The particle diameters studied in this

investigation were 0.00262 inch for aerocat catalyst,

0.0138 inch for tabular alumina and glass beads,

and 0.0187 inch for silica gel. A plot of

versus ww/an
is shown in Figure 17, page 118. This plot e1im·

instes the effect of the physical properties of 2

the fluid and of the particle density. From Figure

17, it may be seen that there is a definite trend

for the coefficients of heat transfer to increase

with decreases in particle size, although the exact

relation cannot be determined with the experimental

data obtained in this investigation. In Figure 17,

the portion of the curve between (Dv/DP) values of

290 (tabular alumina and glass beads) and 1525
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(aarocat catalyet} may bs served fer this particular
corrslatlan, however, the plot, in general, sub-
atantiatas the literature in that there is a definits
inereasa in the local ceefficients of heat transfer
with amaller parttiels alzeß,

· air Humiditg, The humidlty ef the air used es
the fluidizing medium in this inveatigatien was main-
tained at an average ef O,G@2 pound cf water per

pcund ef dry air, The air was dried in a chamher,
tigure 8, page 83, pached with indicating drierite,
Since the erfaßt ef humidity ef the catering air

was hat atudied, these values were net reeerded,

then the arierite usa freahly regenerated, the
humidity cf the catering air was eaaentially re·

ahead Ew tere, Eeeever, es the drisrite hegen

changing in celer frem blue ta red, indieating

that tte drierite usa at its aaturatien point, the

hmaidity 05 the air ine—r·taaed ap;:sr··aa:.iraat¤ly Ü•GOl5,

pound ef water vaper ef dry air, The humidity ef

the fram its source (zvxaxeh hytor) was esaentially

cenetaut at G.@2§ pound of water vaper per sound of

dry air, Eeeauee the average air humidity leaving

the ariera was naiatained at u len, esaentially
canstant, value thrcughaut the invaatigati»n, the
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fluidization data were assumed to be free of any

effects due to air moisture content.

Regeneration of Drierite. The indicating

drierite used in the air driers, Figure B, page B3,

was effective in reducing the humidity of air at

80 °F from 0.025 pound of water Vapor per pound of

dry air to 0.002 pound of water Vapor per pound of

dry air for rates of air flow rates up to 1l.A

pounds per hour. The indicating drierite became

exhausted after 30 hours of continuous service,

depending upon the rates of air handled in the

driers. The drierite was regenerated with air

at 375 QF. For a hot·air rate of approximately

200 cubic feet per hour, the drierite was re•

generated in four hours. The air was preheated

in the heating units shown in Figure A, page 65.

Correlation of Heat•Transfer Coefficiente with
Bed Height, Particle Density, and Partiele Size. The

local coefficients of heat transfer were correlated with

the bed height, particle density, and particle diameter

by means of Equation A3, page 9A. The equation was de-

duced by dimeneional analysis, and, to achieve dimensional

homogeneity, the variables of specific heat, thermal

conductivity, viscosity, and superficial velocity of the
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air, and the vessel dimmeter were included as variables.
The coefficients of heat transfer have been found to be

dependent on the thermal properties and the flow rate of

the fluid and for that reason those variables were in-

cluded. Slugging characteristics have been found to be

influenced by the ratlos (L/Dv) and (D?/DP), and for this

reason the vessel diameter was included as a variable.

The basic equation deduced by dimensional analysis in-
cluded a Prandtl number (cpM/k), but for the tests

conducted in this investigation for bulk~bed temperatures

from lh0 to 380 0F, the Prandtl number varied only from

0.63 to 0.68, and because this was essentially constant,

it was absorbed into the constant coefficient. The group

(L/Dv) was found to have no effect on the Nusselt number,

(hDv/k), as shown in Figure 15, page llh, and consequently

the exponent of the group was zero and was therefore

omitted from the correlation. The final form of Equation

h3, after evaluation of the exponents and of the constant

factor of proportionality, is as followss

hsv „-, 0.00L;97 ßvfsv 0·725 Dv 0*385 (L;6)Y (*22**) (va)
Equation M6 was determined from experimental values

corresponding to air flow rates of 6.0, 7.9, and l1.h

pounds per hour and power inputs of 701 and 990 wette.
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The column diameter was maintained constant for

all tests at four inches, and for this reason, the effect

of column diameter should be studied further. Leva(35)

found from his studies that vessel diameter had the

most proncunced effect on the coefficients of heat

transfer in vessels smaller than four inches, but for

vessel diameters larger than four inches, there was no

effect. Equation ho, page 155, Predicts that the

vessel diameter has a slight effect en the eeeffieianta

of heat transfer. At otherwise constant conditions,

Equation ab predicts that the coefficients of heat

transfer increase with the 0.110 power of the vessel

diameter. s

The exponents and the constant coefficient were

determined by simultaneous solution of three equations

using average values of the dimenslanless groups (hDv/k)

and (DvfsVßq) for the various materials. The exponents

and constant coefficient were determined in this manner

twice and the average of the two trials were used for the

final equation. The constants evaluated in this manner

are given in Table VIII, page 115. Equation ab was found

to correlate the data of this investigation within a

maximum of 1h.O per cent. A summary of the maximum

deviations for the individual tests are given in Table XIV,

page 116,
U
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Limitations of the Heat·Transfer Eguation, A

review of the literature did not reveal a general

equation that could be used to relate the local

coefficients of heat transfer to the physical

properties of fluidized beds, Various correlations

have been proposed(l2•17•2h•35•37*62•83) for relating

the heat-transfer coefficients to various dimension-

less groups, but for the most part, these correlations

are only applicable to the particular design of

equipment that was used in the investigations,

Such is true of Equation M6, page 155, which was

evaluated from the experimental data of this in-

vestigation. Evidently, local coefficients of

heat transfer do not lend themselves to a general

correlation as the hydrodynamic properties of

fluidized beds, Leva(35) pointed out that possibly

a universal correlation could be obtained in terms

of the average particle velocities, but as yet no

practical method has been devised for an evaluation

of these velocities,

Experimental Errors, Possible sources of error in

this investigation were to be found in screen analyses,

temperature measurements, manometer readings, bed height

measurements, and assumption of constant heat flux.
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e Errors in Screen Analyses. Screen anelyees

were made in duplicate for the materials tested.

The weighted, geometric·mean diameter obtained frum

the tests agreed within 7.0 per cent. It is believed

that only a small error was introduced by using the

averages of these duplicate tests,

Temperature Measurements. Iron-constantan

thermocouples give readings which are accurate

to — 1.0 per cent(13), The method of calibration

used is believed to be this accurate between the

limits of 32 and 787 °F, However, some uncertain·

ty exists for temperatures which were extrapolated

above 1000 °F and for those temperatures, it is

believed that the maximum deviation is not over
five per cent.

Manometer Readings. The manometer readings

for indicating the pressure drop and for meaeuring
l

air—flow rates were in error by an amount which

depended on the slugging characteristics observed.

Where heavy slugging was observed, especially in

the beds of tabular alumina, the manometer readings

for determining the pressure drop across the column

fluctuated by as much as 2.0 inches of mercury.

Maximum and minimum readings were then taken and
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averaged to obtain the pressure drop across the

column. Since the average fluid pressure in the

column was calculated to be barometric pressure plus

one half of the pressure drop across the column, the

maximum deviation to be expected would be approxi-

mately 1/29.92 or about three per cent. For the

air—flow manometer, the maximum fluctuation was

about 0.h inch of mercury, and since the mean

deviation was 0,2 inch of mercury, this would

indicate a maximum deviation of 10.0 per cent for

a manometer reading of 2.0 inches.

Bed Height Measurements. In the fluidised

beds of tabular alumina, the expanded bed height

fluctuated between 18 and 22 inches, The top of

the bed was taken as the mean of these two values

or 20 inches. This is an error of approximately

two inches or 10 per cent deviation for measurements

of the height of the top of the bed,

Assumpticn of Constant Heat Flux. The assumption

of constant heat flux through the heating surface is

obviously in error and probably contributes largely

to any experimental error in the true values of the

coefficients of heat transfer. The true heat flux

through any given section of the rod is primarily
dependent on the spacing and diameter of the resistance
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wire within the copper sheath. Mickley and

Frilling(62) used x-ray photographs to determine

the wire spacing within the element and, hence, a
more accurate measure of the heat flux at any section
along the rod. They found deviations from unifor

heating amounting to approximately five per cent

over l0·inch sections of a 50·inch heating element.

The error introduced in the tests of aerocat
6

oatalyst and tabular alumina are believed to be as
high as ten per cent because of a hot spot present
on the heating element four inches from the bed

bottom. The coefficient determined at this bed

level were extremely low, averaging approximately

l0•0 Btu per hour per square foot per °F es compered

to coefficients ranging from 80 to 150 at other

points along the heating element. Coefficients

determined in the 8·inch beds of aerocat catalyst

were disregarded in the correlation because it was

believed that the effect of the hot spot (1000 · 1600 °F)

made the calculation of the coefficients of heat

transfer based on uniform heating seriously in error,
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Recammendations

Recommendations for future study in fluidization
are presented as a consequence of the work performed in
this investigation,

Verification of Heat—Transfer Eguation, Equatien H6,

page 155, was derived in this investigation using materials
varying in size from 0,00262 to 0,0187 inch in diameter,
It is recommended that additional materials be used in
re-evaluating the expcnents cf Equation M6, The exponant
of the Prandtl number should be evaluated using varicus
gases such as helium, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and other
inert gases as the fluidizing medium,

Effect of Particle Diameter, The particle diameters
studied in this investigation were 0,00262 inch for
aerocat catalyst, 0,0138 inch for tabular alumina and

glass beads, and 0,0187 inch for silica gel, A more
intensive study should be made to find the exact relation
between particle size and the local coefficients of heat
transfer by using several substances with at least five
particle sizes each, The results of this investigation
indicate that the heat·transfer coeffioients increase

with particle size, However, the exact relation could
net be determined,
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Effect of Vessel Diameter. Only one vessel diameter

was used for this investigation; that is, a four-inch

diameter. Indications are, from Equation h6, page 115,

that the local coefficients of heat transfer increase
with the 0.11 power of the vessel diametar. Leva(35)

found little effect cf the vessel diameter on the local
coefficients of heat transfer based on the study of two

vessel diameters. However, a study of at least four diameter
diameters should be made so that a more exact relation

can be determined.
Modification of Heating Element. The heating element

used in this investigation showed evidence of non-uniform
heating. To alleviate this hot spot effect, the copper-
sheath should be sealed in a 1/h·ineh black-iron pipe with
the annular space filled with a high boiling liquid such
as mercury to dissipate the heat more evenly. Another
type of heating element could be constructed using a
steam trap fitted with a trap.

Heat-Transfer Coefficients in a Continuous-Type
Fluidized Bed. For the most part, investigations have
been conducted using the batch—type fluidized bed. An
interesting investigation could be performed by determining
the local coefficients of heat transfer in a continuous-
type fluidized bed and making a comparison to the coef·
ficients determined in ordinary fluid-flow studies.
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According to Mickley and Tri1ling(62), the local coef- _
ficients are a power function of the particle concentra—
tion. From this postulation, a universal correlation
may be found by making tests with the fluidizing medium
alone and gradually increasing the solide concentration
in the suspension.
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Limitations

The limitations imposed upon this investigation are

presented in the following paragraphs.

Tyne of Fluidization Perfcrmed. The fluidization

tests performed in this investigation were of the batch

type, in which the materials fluidized remained in the

fluidization vessel throughout each test.

Materials Fluidized. The materials fluidized in

this investigation were aerocat oracking catalyst, tabular
alumina, silica gel, and superbrite glass beads.

Sizes of Solid Particles. The weighted geometris-

mean particle diameters of the various solide were deter·

mined from screen analyses of representative samples of A
the solide. The particle sizes in order of increasing

magnitude for the materials studied were as followsz

aerocat cracking catalyst, 0.00262 inch; tabular alumina,

0.0138 inch; superbrite glass beads, 0.0138 inch; and

silica gel, 0.0187 inch. The aerocat catalyst, tabular

alumina, and silica gel were chosen because of their

commercial importance; and the superbrite glass beads

were chosen because of their spherocity and uniformity

of particle size.

Particle Densities. The absolute density of the

solid particles was a variable studied in this
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investigation, The particle densities used in this

study were 135.1 pcunds per cubic foot for silica gel,

136.6 pounds per cubic foot for aerocat catalyst, 179.5
pounds per cubic foot for glass beads, and 238.8 pounds

per cubic foot for tabular alumina.
Fluidization Vessel. The fluidization Vessel used

in this study was a four—foot section of pyrex pipe, four
inches in diameter. A pyrex vessel was chosen so that
visual observations could be made during the course of
the experimental.

Fluidizino Medium. Dry air was used as the fluidizing
medium in this investigation. The air was obtained from
a nash hytor at a humidlty of 0.025 pounds of water Vapor
per pound of dry air and was dried by passing it through
a bed of 8•mesh indicating drierite to a humidity varying

from 0.000 to 0.00h pounds of water Vapor at a temperature
Varying from 80 to 85 °F.

Mass Flow Rate of Air. A limited range of mass

flow rates of air were used in this study. Those used
were 6.0, 7,9, and 1l.h pounds of air per hour.

Heating Element. The heating element used in this
study was a 230—Volt, 1750 watt, copper·sheathed rod, h0.5

8

inches in length. Power inputs of 990 and 701 watts were
used to perform the tests of this investigation.
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Bad Heights, Bad haight was a variabla studiad in
this investigation, Bad haights of 2, 2;, 8, 12, 16, 18,
20, 2h, and 28 inchas ware studiad.
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V, <;03CLl§5;äI 033

Tha relation of bad height, particle denaity, and

earticla diameter to the local coefficienta ef heat

tranafer in fluiaiaed beds of aerooat catalyst, tatular

alnmina, ellica gel, and auyorbrite glass beade was

etudied in a four-foot ryrex eine having an internal

diameter of four inchea, the flnidieing medium was air

at lnlet temncraturea Varying from ea to 35 °F and Vary-

ing in humidity from 0,000 tc 0,000 round of water Vapor

per henna of dry air, The fluidlaed solide varied in

aiae from 0,00262 to 0,0187 inch in dianeter and 135,1

to 233,3 nounae per eubio foot in danaity, The power

lernte to the haating element were 990 and 701 wette,

The investigation led to the following eonclusions:

1, Bed height had no effaet on the local coefficients

of heat transfer of lnt¤rnally·heated fluidiecd beds of

aarecat catalyat, tabular alnmina, aillca gel, and glass

baada, The Nusaelt number remained eoaentially constant

at 2100 and 25750 for aerocat oatalyst ab mass flow rates

ef air of 6,0 and 7,9 pcunda per hour, reanectively;

1900 and 2506: for Ü&Ül.1l§B.1" alumina at mass flow rates of
l
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air of 7,9 and 1i.a pouada par naar, raapeativelyz 1500

for silica gal at a maaa flow rate cf air of 1l,h paumda
par haar; amd 2000 for gglaaa aaada at a mass; flow rate af
air of 11,2;;, par haar at bad izaiggnta cf 2, Lg., 8,
12, 16, ILS}, 20, 2),;,, ami 28 inanoa,

2, Tha lacal ooafficicmta af naat tranafar increase

with izacraaaad gczartzicla danaity amd daaraaaad particla
size aa asizabliahad by aha ralatiauahip

§äy_ ¤ 0,00l;9?QQ_v,_@_?_)O‘?25<Dv)O'38S
,44 E

aaiaaras

h g local coefficiantz of haut tranafar,
Bau/hr-sq ft·-·°F

XJV • vaaaal diamater, ft
lr «• themaal ecmductivity of air,

am/m-—aq ra-°r/rz
fs gg aolid damsitgr, lb/ou ft

V g mx;>¤x•i‘icial air valocity, ft/hr

A g fluid viaoaaity, ib/1't·-äu-
Bp g particzla diamatar, ft.,
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VI. SUMMARY

The variation of the local coefficients of heat
transfer with bed depth, particle density, and particle
size were studied using a pyrex pipe four inohes in
diameter as the fluidizing vessel. The fluidized solide
investigated were aerocat cracking catalyst, having a
geometric-mean particle diameter of 0.00262 inch and an
absolute density of 136.6 pounds per cubic foot;
tabular alumina, having a geometric-mean particle diameter
of 0.0138 inch and an absolute density of 238.8 pounds
per cubic foot; silica gel, having a geometric—mean
particle diameter of 0.0187 inch and an absolute density
of 135.1 pounds per cubic foot; and superbrlte glass beads,
having a geometric-mean particle diameter of 0.0138 inch
and an absolute particle density of 179.5 pounds per
cuhic foot. The heating element was a 230—vo1t, 1750-
watt, copper—sheathed rod having a diameter of 0.25 inch.
Temperature measurements were made with 20 §_and §_gage,
iron-constantan thermooouples insulated with fiber-glass
braid over glass wrap. Air varying in temperature from
80 to 85 °F and in humidity from 0.000 to 0.00h pound of
water Vapor per pound of dry air was used as the fluidiz-
ing medium.
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By means of dimensional analysis, an empirical

equation was deduced and evaluated experimentally to

relate the bed height, particle density, and particle

size to the local coefficients of heat transfer in

fluidized beds. The equation applies only for the type

of equipment used and for particle diameters varying

from 0.00262 inch te 0.0187 inch. The equation is as

follows:

am 0.00}.;.97 mvrav °·725 Dv °·385
where:

h g local coefficient of heat transfer,

ata/ra--eq zu-°1¤·
Dv e vessel diameter, ft

k g thermal ccnductivity of the fluid,
Btu/hr•sq ft-°F

ft e absolute particle density, lb/cuftV
: superficial air Velocity, ft/hr

DP ¤ average partlcle diameter, ft

L = bed height, ft
,q = viscosity, lb/ft-hr:
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Bed height was found to have no effect on the

local coefficients of heat transfer• The local coef•

ficients of heat transfer were found to increase with

increased particle density. The local coefficlente of

heat transfer were found to increase with decreased

particle size,
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